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Abstract
A directed odd cycle transversal of a directed graph (digraph) D is a vertex set S that
intersects every odd directed cycle of D. In the Directed Odd Cycle Transversal
(DOCT) problem, the input consists of a digraph D and an integer k. The objective is
to determine whether there exists a directed odd cycle transversal of D of size at most k.
In this paper, we settle the parameterized complexity of DOCT when parameterized by
the solution size k by showing that DOCT does not admit an algorithm with running time
f(k)nO(1) unless FPT = W[1]. On the positive side, we give a factor 2 fixed parameter
tractable (FPT) approximation algorithm for the problem. More precisely, our algorithm
takes as input D and k, runs in time 2O(k
2)nO(1), and either concludes that D does not have
a directed odd cycle transversal of size at most k, or produces a solution of size at most
2k. Finally, we provide evidence that there exists  > 0 such that DOCT does not admit a
factor (1 + ) FPT-approximation algorithm.
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1 Introduction
A directed odd cycle transversal of a digraph D is a set S of vertices of D such that deleting
S from D results in a graph without any directed odd cycles. In the NP-complete ([22], see
Footnote 2) Directed Odd Cycle Transversal (DOCT) problem, the input consists of a
digraph D on n vertices and an integer k, and the task is to determine whether D has a directed
odd cycle transversal of size at most k. DOCT generalizes several well studied problems such as
Odd Cycle Transversal (OCT) on undirected graphs [1, 11, 23, 39], Directed Feedback
Vertex Set (DFVS) [5, 17, 19, 22], and Directed Subset Feedback Vertex Set [9, 17].
In OCT, the input consists of an undirected graph G and integer k, and the task is to determine
whether there exists a subset S of vertices such that G − S is bipartite.1 In DFVS, the input
consists of a digraph D and integer k, and the task is to determine whether there exists a subset
S of vertices such that D − S is a directed acyclic graph.2
The existence of fixed parameter tractable (FPT) algorithms for OCT and DFVS were con-
sidered to be major open problems in parameterized complexity, until FPT algorithms were
found for OCT in 2003 by Reed et al. [39], and for DFVS in 2007 by Chen et al. [5]. The
algorithms for these two problems have had significant influence on the development of the
field, resulting in proliferation of techniques such as iterative compression and important sepa-
rators [12, 16]. Once both OCT and DFVS were shown to be FPT, DOCT immediately became
the next natural target. The parameterized complexity of DOCT was explicitly stated as an
open problem [14] for the first time in 2007, immediately after the announcement of an FPT
algorithm for DFVS. Since then the problem has been re-stated several times [6, 8, 33, 34]. In
this paper, we settle the parameterized complexity of DOCT, by showing that the problem is
W[1]-hard. Our hardness proof also gives a near-tight running time lower bound for DOCT
assuming the Exponential Time Hypothesis (ETH). In particular, we prove the following.
Theorem 1. DOCT is W[1]-hard. Furthermore, assuming the ETH there is no algorithm for
DOCT with running time f(k)no(k/ log k).
On the one hand, Theorem 1 shows that DOCT is intractable from the perspective of
parameterized complexity. On the other hand, the problem is known not to admit a con-
stant factor approximation algorithm running in polynomial time, assuming the Unique Games
Conjecture [23]. Hence, the next natural question is whether one could get a constant fac-
tor approximation algorithm in FPT time. Our second result is an affirmative answer to this
question.
Theorem 2. DOCT admits a 2O(k2)nO(1) time FPT-approximation algorithm with approxima-
tion ratio 2.
In fact, Theorem 2 follows as a corollary from a stronger result for a “labeled digraph
problem” which we introduce. We show that this problem subsumes DOCT as well as the
Node Unique Label Cover problem [7, 21, 30], and design an FPT approximation algorithm
that works even for this more general problem.
In light of Theorem 2 the next natural question is whether the approximation factor can be
made arbitrarily close to 1. Our final contribution is to provide evidence that there exists an
 > 0 such that DOCT does not admit a (1 + ) FPT-approximation algorithm. In particular,
the proof of Theorem 1 can be thought of as a parameterized reduction from the Binary
Constraint Satisfaction (BCSP) problem, informally defined as follows. The input consists
of two integers n and k specifying that there are k variables, x1, . . . , xk, each variable xi taking a
value from {1, . . . , n}, together with a list of constraints. Each constraint specifies two variables,
1OCT reduces to DOCT by replacing every edge by two arcs, one in each direction.
2DFVS reduces to DOCT by adding for every arc uv of D a new vertex x as well as the arcs ux and xv.
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xi and xj , together with a list L of all legal pairs of values that xi and xj may take simultaneously.
An assignment of values to the variables satisfies the constraint if (xi, xj) ∈ L. The task is to
find an assignment that satisfies all constraints. It is well known (see e.g. [32]) that BCSP
parameterized by the number of variables k is W[1]-complete. We conjecture that not only is it
W[1]-hard to find a satisfying assignment to a BCSP instance if there is one, but it is also W[1]-
hard to distinguish between instances that have a satisfying assignment from instances where
every assignment violates at least an  fraction of the constraints. Formally, for every  > 0,
we define the promise problem -gap-BCSP, as BCSP where the input instance is promised to
either be satisfiable, or have the property that every assignment violates at least an  fraction
of the constraints. The task is to determine whether the input instance is satisfiable or not.
Hypothesis 1 (Parameterized Inapproximability Hypothesis (PIH)). There exists an
 > 0 such that -gap-BCSP is W[1]-hard.
We remark that for purposes of showing hardness of approximation, we could just as well have
conjectured that there exists an  > 0 such that there is no f(k)nO(1) time algorithm for -gap-
BCSP. However, we strongly believe that the PIH is true as stated—indeed, we should hardly
claim this conjecture as our own, as quite a few researchers in parameterized complexity have
stated this conjecture as a natural formulation of a PCP-theorem in the context of parameterized
inapproximability. Our final result is that assuming the PIH, there exists  > 0 such that DOCT
does not admit an FPT-approximation algorithm with ratio 1 + .
Theorem 3. Assuming the PIH and FPT 6= W[1], there exists  > 0 such that DOCT does not
admit an FPT-approximation algorithm with approximation ratio 1 + .
Arc-Directed Odd Cycle Transversal. We remark that easy reductions transfer all of our
results to Arc-DOCT, the “arc” version of DOCT where the goal is to remove at most k arcs
such that the resulting graph does not have any directed odd cycles. To transfer the hardness
results we need to reduce DOCT to Arc-DOCT. For this purpose, it is sufficient to subdivide
every arc, and then split every original vertex u of the input digraph into two vertices, uin and
uout, such that all arcs leading into u lead into uin instead, all arcs leading out of u lead out
of uout instead, and adding the arc uinuout. To transfer the algorithmic results from DOCT to
Arc-DOCT, we need to reduce Arc-DOCT to DOCT. This is achieved by subdividing every
arc twice, and then making each original vertex undeletable by adding k + 1 copies of it.
Our Methods
W[1]-hardness. The starting point for both our hardness results as well as our approximation
algorithm is a failed attempt at obtaining an FPT algorithm. The root of this attempt was the
FPT algorithm for DFVS by Chen et al. [5]. The key concept in this algorithm is the notion
of important separators, defined by Marx [31]. Given a digraph D and two vertices u and v, a
u-v-separator is a vertex set S ⊆ V (D) \ {u, v} such that there is no directed path from u to v
in D− S. A u-v-separator S is called a minimal u-v-separator if no proper subset of S is also a
u-v-separator.
Given a vertex set S such that u is not in S, we define the reach of u in D − S as the set
RD(u, S) of vertices reachable from u by a directed path in D−S. We can now define a partial
order on the set of minimal u-v separators as follows. Given two minimal u-v separators S1
and S2, we say that S1 is “at least as good as” S2 if |S1| ≤ |S2| and RD(u, S2) ⊆ RD(u, S1).
In plain words, S1 “costs less” than S2 in terms of the number of vertices deleted, and S1 “is
pushed further towards v” than S2 is. A minimal u-v separator S is an important u-v-separator
if no minimal u-v-separators other than S is at least as good as S. The key insight behind the
algorithm for DFVS by Chen et al. [5], as well as algorithms for several other parameterized
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problems [10, 9, 13, 24, 25, 28, 29, 30, 35], is that for every k, the number of important u-v-
separators of size at most k is at most 4k [4]. We refer the reader to the textbook by Cygan et
al. [12] for a more thorough exposition of important separators.
Applying the initial steps of the DFVS algorithm to DOCT (i.e. the methods of iterative
compression, and guessing an order on an undeletable solution), one naturally arrives at an
extension of the notion of important separators. Let us define the cleaning cost of a minimal u-
v separator S as doct(D[RD(u, S)]), where doct(D) is the minimum size of a directed odd cycle
transversal of D. Then, we define a new partial order on minimal u-v separators. Here, given
two minimal u-v separators S1 and S2, we say that S1 is “at least as good as” S2 if |S1| ≤ |S2|,
RD(u, S2) ⊆ RD(u, S1), and the cleaning cost of S1 is at most the cleaning cost of S2. In other
words, S1 costs less than S2, S1 is pushed further towards v than S2, and “cleaning up” the
reach of u in G−S1 does not cost more than cleaning up the reach of u in G−S2. We say that
a minimal u-v separator S is a DOCT-important u-v-separator if no minimal u-v-separators
other than S are at least as good as S with respect to this new partial order.
For every digraph D, vertices u and v and integer k, we know that there are at most 4k
important u-v separators of size at most k. For the purposes of an FPT algorithm for DOCT,
the pivotal question becomes whether the number of DOCT-important u-v-separators of size at
most k1 and cleaning cost at most k2 can be upper bounded by a function of k1 and k2 only, or
if there exist families of graphs where the number of DOCT-important u-v-separators of size at
most k1 and cleaning cost at most k2 grows with the size of the graphs. Indeed, a constructive
upper bound on f(k1, k2), the number of DOCT-important u-v-separators of size at most k1
and cleaning cost at most k2, would have implied an FPT algorithm for DOCT.
We managed to prove that there exists a function f such that the number of DOCT-
important u-v-separators of size at most k and cleaning cost 0 is at most f(k). Emboldened
by this proof, we attempted to similarly upper bound the number of DOCT-important u-v-
separators of size at most k and cleaning cost 1. At this point, we discovered the clock gadgets
(see Section 3.2), which are graphs where the number of DOCT-important u-v-separators of
size at most 2 and cleaning cost 1 is Ω(n).
A clock gadget essentially lets us encode (in the language of DOCT) the choice of one
element out of a domain of size n, without it being clear a priori which element(s) should
be the best one(s) to select. For many problems, once one has such a selection gadget it is
easy to prove W[1]-hardness by reducing from BCSP (or, equivalently, from Multicolored
Clique). However, we were able to show that on graphs consisting only of clock gadgets glued
together in the most natural way, DOCT is in fact FPT3. In particular, clocks do not provide
a general way of synchronizing the choices of different elements, making it difficult to encode
the constraints of BCSP using DOCT. We were able to engineer such a synchronization gadget
by a non-trivial modification of the “grid gadget” used by Pilipczuk and Wahlstro¨m [37] to
show W[1]-hardness of Directed Multicut with four terminal pairs. At this point one can
complete a reduction from BCSP using clocks to encode the selection of a value for each variable
and using synchronization gadgets to encode the constraints of the BCSP instance.
FPT-Approximation. The hardness of DOCT comes from the fact that DOCT-important
u-v-separators have to do two jobs at the same time. First, they need to disconnect v from
u, and second they need to clean the reach of u from directed odd cycles. Our approximation
algorithm works by delegating the two jobs to different solutions, and solving each of the jobs
separately and optimally.
Just like our W[1]-hardness proof, our FPT-approximation for DOCT builds on the algo-
rithm of Chen et al. [5] for DFVS. The method of iterative compression (see [12, 16]) allow us
to reduce the original problem to the setting where we are given a digraph D, an integer k,
3Because this is such a specialized graph class, we did not include a proof of this fact in the paper.
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and a directed odd cycle transversal Sˆ of size 2k + 1. The task is to either determine that D
does not have a directed odd cycle transversal of size at most k, or output a directed odd cycle
transversal of size at most 2k. We now proceed with a sketch of how to solve this task in FPT
time.
In order to witness that a digraph D has no directed odd cycles it is sufficient to partition
the vertex set of D into sets Z1, Z2, . . . , Z` such that (a) no arc goes from Zi to Zj with j < i
and (b) for every i ≤ ` the underlying undirected graph of D[Zi] is bipartite. To certify (b) it is
sufficient to provide a coloring of all vertices in D with black or white, such that every arc with
both endpoints in Zi for some i has different colored endpoints. The sets Z1, Z2, . . . , Z` can
always be chosen to be the strongly connected components of D, and in this case the ordering
Z1, Z2, . . . , Z` can be any topological ordering of the directed acyclic graph obtained from D by
collapsing every strongly connected component to a vertex.
Suppose now thatD has a directed odd cycle transversal S of size at most k. Let Z1, Z2, . . . , Z`
be a partitioning of V (D − S) and φ : V (D − S) → {black, white} be a coloring that certifies
that D − S does not have directed odd cycles. At the cost of a 3k overhead in the running
time we can guess for each vertex v ∈ Sˆ whether it is deleted (i.e put in the directed odd
cycle transversal), colored black or colored white. At the cost of an additional k! overhead in
the running time we can guess for every pair of vertices u, v in Sˆ whether they occur in the
same strong component Zi, and if not, which of the two strong components containing u and
v respectively occurs first in the ordering Z1, Z2, . . . , Z`. Applying these guesses together with
some simple reduction rules, we end up in the following setting. The input is a digraph D, an
integer k and a set Sˆ such that D − S contains no directed odd cycles, and D[S] is an acyclic
tournament (that is, there is an arc between every pair of vertices in S). The task is to either
find a set S ⊆ V (D) \ Sˆ of size at most 2k such that (a) S is a directed odd cycle transversal,
and (b) no strong component of D−S contains more than one vertex of Sˆ, or to conclude that
no such set of size at most k exists.
A set S that only satisfies (b) is called a skew separator for Sˆ, and the main subroutine in
the algorithm of Chen et al. [5] for DFVS is an algorithm that given D, Sˆ and k, runs in time
O(4kkO(1)(n+m)), and finds a skew separator S for Sˆ of size at most k if such a skew separator
exists. Our approximation algorithm runs this subroutine and either finds a skew separator S
of size at most k, or concludes that no set of size at most k can satisfy both (a) and (b) (in
particular, just (b)). It then determines in time 2O(k2)nO(1) whether D − S has a directed odd
cycle transversal of size at most k disjoint from Sˆ. If such a set S∗ exists, the algorithm outputs
S ∪ S∗ as a solution of size at most 2k that satisfies (a) and (b). If no such directed odd cycle
transversal S∗ exists, the approximation algorithm concludes that no set of size at most k can
satisfy both (a) and (b) (in particular, just (a)). All that remains is to describe the algorithm
for finding in time 2O(k2)nO(1) a directed odd cycle transversal S∗ of size at most k disjoint from
Sˆ in D − S, or determining that such a set does not exist.
At this point we observe that the problem breaks up into independent sub-problems for each
strongly connected component of D−S. For each such component C we have that |C ∩ Sˆ| ≤ 1,
because S is a skew separator for Sˆ. Since Sˆ is a directed odd cycle transversal for D, if
C ∩ Sˆ = ∅ then there can be no directed odd cycles in D[C]. Hence we concentrate on the case
when C ∩ Sˆ = {w} for a vertex w. In other words, we are down to the case where the input is
a digraph D, integer k and a vertex w such that {w} is a directed odd cycle transversal for D.
The task is to find a directed odd cycle transversal S∗ of D of size at most k with w /∈ S∗.
Define the shadow of S∗ to be the set of all vertices of D − S∗ that are not in the strongly
connected component ofG−S∗ containing w. Using the technique of shadow removal, introduced
by Marx and Razgon [35] (see also [10, 9]) in their FPT algorithm for Multicut, we can reduce
the problem to the special case where the shadow of S∗ is empty, at the cost of a 2O(k2)nO(1)
overhead in the running time. In this special case D − S∗ is strongly connected, and therefore
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the underlying undirected graph of D − S∗ is bipartite. Thus, S∗ is an undirected odd cycle
transversal for the underlying undirected graph ofD. Here we can apply any one of the numerous
FPT algorithms [20, 26, 38, 39] for OCT. Thus we can find optimal directed odd cycle transversals
in FPT time for the case when a single undeletable vertex is a directed odd cycle transversal,
and as discussed above, this is sufficient to complete the factor 2 FPT-approximation.
As a subroutine of our FPT-approximation we gave an FPT algorithm for DOCT for the
special case where an undeletable directed odd cycle transversal of size 1 is given as input. Our
hardness result also holds for the case where an undeletable directed odd cycle transversal of
size 3 is given as input (the vertices {x, y, z} in the construction). Therefore, the parameterized
complexity of the case when one also has an undeletable directed odd cycle transversal of size
2 in the input, is an interesting open problem. It is conceivable that an FPT algorithm for this
case could help in obtaining an FPT-approximation for DOCT with a factor better than 2.
We remark that this high-level approach extends to a more general problem that subsumes
DOCT as well as Node Unique Label Cover. Therefore, we design our FPT approximation
for the general problem and derive the algorithm for DOCT as a corollary.
FPT-Inapproximability. For every  > 0 there exists a δ > 0 such that our first reduction,
which proves the W[1]-hardness of DOCT, also translates the hardness of -gap-BCSP into
hardness of distinguishing between digraphs D such that doct(D) ≤ k from digraphs D such
that doct(D) > k(1 + δ). However, the reduction only works if in the instance of -gap-BCSP
every variable occurs in at most three constraints. To complete the proof of the parameterized
inapproximability of DOCT, we need to reduce -gap-BCSP to this special case. We achieve
this by replacing every “high degree” variable by a group of independent low degree variables,
while ensuring that the low degree variables all get the same value by introducing a constant
degree expander of equality constraints between them.
2 Preliminaries
We use the notations [t] and [t]0 as shorthands of {1, 2, . . . , t} and {0, 1, . . . , t}, respectively.
Given a function f : A→ R and a subset A′ ⊆ A, denote f(A′) =∑a∈A′ f(a).
Parameterized Complexity. Formally, a parameterization of a problem is the assignment of an
integer k to each input instance. Here, the goal is to confine the combinatorial explosion in
the running time of an algorithm for Π to depend only on k. We say that a parameterized
problem Π is fixed-parameter tractable (FPT) if there exists an algorithm that solves Π in time
f(k)·|I|O(1), where |I| is the size of the input instance and f is an arbitrary computable function
depending only on the parameter k.
On the negative side, parameterized complexity also provides methods to show that a prob-
lem is unlikely to be FPT. The main technique is the one of parameterized reductions analogous
to those employed in classical complexity. Here, the concept of W[1]-hardness replaces the
one of NP-hardness, and we need not only construct an equivalent instance in FPT time, but
also ensure that the size of the parameter in the new instance depends only on the size of
the parameter in the original instance. For our purposes, it is sufficient to note that if there
exists such a reduction transforming a problem known to be W[1]-hard to another problem Π,
then the problem Π is W[1]-hard as well. Central W[1]-hard-problems include, for example, the
problem of deciding whether a nondeterministic single-tape Turing machine accepts within k
steps, the Clique problem parameterized be solution size, and the Independent Set problem
parameterized by solution size
In the context of a parameterized minimization problem Π, we say that an algorithm for Π
is an α-approximation algorithm if it always outputs a solution of size at most αk when there
exists a solution of size at most k (in other words, the input instance is a yes-instance), and
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it always outputs No when there does not not exist a solution of size at most αk. Additional
details can be found in the monographs [18, 36, 16, 12].
Digraphs. We refer to standard terminology from the book of Diestel [15] for those graph-related
terms that are not explicitly defined here. Given a digraph D and a vertex set X ⊆ V (D), we
say that X is a directed odd cycle transversal of D if X intersects every directed odd cycle of D.
We further say that X is a minimal directed odd cycle transversal of D if no proper subset of D
is also a directed odd cycle transversal of D. Finally, we call X a minimum directed odd cycle
transversal of D if there is no directed odd cycle transversal of D whose size is strictly smaller
than the size of X. In the context of DOCT, we use the terms solution and α-approximate
solution to refer to directed odd cycle transversals of sizes at most k and at most αk, respectively.
Given a vertex set X ⊆ V (D), we let D[X] denote the subgraph of D induced by X, and
we define D \X = D[V (D) \X]. Given an arc (u, v) ∈ A(D), we refer to u as the tail of the
arc and to v as the head of the arc. Given a vertex set X ⊆ V (G), we use N+(X) to denote the
set of out-neighbors of X and N−(X) to denote the set of in-neighbors of X. We use N i[X] to
denote the set X ∪N i(X) where i ∈ {+,−}. We denote by A[X] the subset of edges in A(D)
with both endpoints in X. A strongly connected component of D is a maximal subgraph in
which every vertex has a directed path to every other vertex. We say that a strongly connected
component is non-trivial if it consists of at least two vertices and trivial otherwise. For disjoint
vertex sets X and Y , the set Y is said to be reachable from X if for every vertex y ∈ Y , there
exists a vertex x ∈ X such that the D contains a directed path from x to y. For a vertex
v ∈ V (D) and walk W = v1, . . . , vr, we say that W is a v-walk if there is an i ∈ [r] such that
v = vi. We say that W is a closed v-walk if v1 = vr = v. We say that W is an x-y walk if
v1 = x and vr = y. Sometimes we say that a v-walk is a v-v walk. This is simply so that we
can refer to x-y walks in general without having to resort to a separate proof (when it is not
necessary) for the case when x=y. For 1 ≤ i < j ≤ r, we denote by W [vi, vj ] the subwalk of
W from vi to vj . We call the vertices v2, . . . , vr−1, the internal vertices of the walk W . For
two walks W1 = v1, . . . vt and W2 = w1, . . . , wq such that vt = w1, we denote by W1 + W2 the
concatenated walk v1, . . . , vt−1, vt, w2, . . . , wq. For disjoint subsets X,Y, Z ⊆ V (D), we call Z
an X-Y separator if there is no path from a vertex of X to a vertex of Y in D − Z.
Our proofs rely on the following well-known proposition (see, e.g., [3]).
Proposition 2.1 (Folklore). Let D be a strongly connected directed graph that does not contain
a directed odd cycle. Then, the underlying undirected graph of D is a bipartite graph.
3 W[1]-Hardness
In this section, we resolve the question of the parameterized complexity of DOCT. More pre-
cisely, we prove Theorem 1. For convenience, let us restate the theorem below.
Theorem 1. DOCT is W[1]-hard. Furthermore, assuming the ETH there is no algorithm for
DOCT with running time f(k)no(k/ log k).
The source of our reduction is the Partitioned Subgraph Isomorphism (PSI) problem.
The definition of this problem relies on the notion of a colorful mapping. Given undirected
graphs H and G, and a coloring function col : V (H)→ V (G), we say that an injective function
ϕ : V (G′)→ V (H) is a colorful mapping of G′ into H, where G′ is a subgraph of G, if for every
v ∈ V (G′), col(ϕ(v)) = v, and for every {u, v} ∈ E(G′), {ϕ(u), ϕ(v)} ∈ E(H). Formally, the
PSI problem is defined as follows.
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Partitioned Subgraph Isomorphism (PSI)
Input: Undirected graphs H and G, and a coloring function col : V (H) →
V (G). The maximum degree of a vertex of G is 3.
Question: Does there exist a colorful mapping of G into H?
While the PSI problem requires us to map the entire graph G, to prove our inapproximability
result we would also be interested in colorful mappings of subgraphs of G. In the context of the
PSI problem, we rely on a well-known proposition due to Marx [32].
Proposition 3.1 (Corollary 6.3, [32]). The PSI problem is W[1]-hard. Moreover, unless ETH
fails, PSI cannot be solved in time f(k)n
o( k
log k
)
for any function f where k = |E(G)|. Here,
n = |V (H)|.
The components introduced by our proof may play key roles in other reductions that aim
to establish the W[1]-hardness of problems involving parities and/or cuts. Hence, we have
structured our proof as follows. First, for the sake of clarity of the proof, we integrate arc and
vertex annotations into the definition of DOCT. Then, we introduce the concept of a clock,
which is a gadget that lies at the heart of our reduction. This gadget captures the power of
parities in a compact, easy-to-use manner. In particular, it elegantly encodes the selection of
two (not necessarily distinct) indices from a set [n] whose sum is upper bounded by n+1 (in the
case of a forward clock) or lower bounded by n+ 1 (in the case of a reverse clock). We remark
that the selection is orchestrated by a variable that we call time. Next, we “glue” the tips of
the hands of a forward clock and a reverse clock together as well as attach arcs that connect
carefully chosen vertices on these hands to obtain a double clock. The double clock is a gadget
that both ensures that two clocks show the exact same time and that this time corresponds
to the selection of two indices whose sum is exactly n + 1. Roughly speaking, it is mentally
convenient to associate each double clock with a different time zone that encodes the selection
of one element. Here, since our source problem is a graph problem, the natural choice of an
element is a vertex. Having established a time zone for each selection of one element, we turn to
synchronize hands of different double clocks. For this purpose, we introduce the synchronizer,
which is a gadget that resembles a folded grid. We remark that this specific gadget is different
yet inspired by a folded grid gadget that is the core of the paper [37]. Having double clocks and
synchronizers at hand, we are finally able to present the entire reduction in an intuitive (yet
precise) manner. Lastly, we prove that our reduction is correct. At this point, having already
established key properties of our gadgets, the reverse direction (“solution to DOCT→ solution
to PSI”) is simple. For the forward direction (“solution to PSI → solution to DOCT”) we
exhibit a partition of the vertex set of the output digraph into pairwise-disjoint sets on which
we can define a topological order, such that the graph induced by each set can be shown to
exclude directed odd cycles.4
3.1 Annotations
Let us begin our proof by integrating arc and vertex annotations into the definition of DOCT.
More precisely, we generalize DOCT as follows.
Annotated DOCT (A-DOCT)
Input: A digraph D, a non-negative integer k, a labeling function ` : A(D) →
{0, 1}, and a weight function w : V (D)→ [2k + 1].
Question: Does there exist a subset X ⊆ V (D) such that w(X) ≤ k and X inter-
sects every directed cycle C of D where `(E(C)) is odd?
4For the sake of clarity, we integrate the lemmata necessary to exhibit this partition into the sections presenting
individual gadgets.
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Henceforth, in the context of A-DOCT, the term directed odd cycle would refer to a directed
cycle such that `(E(C)) is odd. As we show in this section, it is easy to see that in order to
prove Theorems 1 and 3, we can focus on the A-DOCT problem.
Let us now present our reduction from A-DOCT to DOCT. For this purpose, let (D, k, `, w)
be an instance of A-DOCT. Then, we construct an instance red(D, k, `, w) = (D′, k′) of DOCT
as follows. First, set k′ = k. Let A0 = {a ∈ A(D) : `(a) = 0} and A1 = {a ∈ A(D) : `(a) = 1}.
Next, define V (D′) = P ∪Q, where P = {pia : i ∈ [αk+ 1], a ∈ A0} and Q = {qiv : i ∈ [w(v)], v ∈
V (D)}. Finally, we define A(D′) = S ∪ T ∪ R, where S = {(qiv, pja) : qiv ∈ Q, pja ∈ P, v is the
tail of a}, T = {(pia, qjv) : pia ∈ P, qjv ∈ Q, v is the head of a} and R = {(qiu, qjv) : (u, v) ∈ A1}.
Clearly, (D′, k′) can be outputted in polynomial time.
Lemma 3.1. Let (D, k, `, w) be an instance of A-DOCT. If there exists a solution for (D, k, `, w),
then there exists a solution for red(D, k, `, w) = (D′, k′). Moreover, if there exists an α-
approximate solution for (D′, k′), then there exists an α-approximate solution for (D, k, `, w).
Proof. Fix α ≥ 1. In the first direction, let X be a solution for (D, k, `, w). We claim that
X ′ = {qiv : v ∈ X, i ∈ [w(v)]} is a solution to (D′, k′). Suppose, by way of contradiction, that
this claim is false. Then, since |X ′| = w(X) ≤ k = k′, there exists a directed odd cycle C ′
of minimum size of D′ \ X. If there exist qiv, qjv ∈ V (C ′) ∩ Q such that i 6= j, then we obtain
a contradiction to the choice of C ′. Indeed, if we replace qiv by q
j
v in C ′, then the result is a
directed odd closed walk. Since a directed odd closed walk contains a directed odd cycle, we
obtain a directed odd cycle that is shorter than C ′. Hence, by the definitions of P , S and T , we
have that the graph C on {v : qiv ∈ V (C ′)}, where (u, v) ∈ A(C) if and only if there exist indices
i, j, t such that either (qiu, q
j
v) ∈ A(C ′) or (qiu, pt(qiu,qjv)) ∈ A(C
′), is a directed odd cycle of D \X.
Thus, we have reached a contradiction to the supposition that X is a solution to (D, k, `, w).
Second, let X ′ be an α-approximate solution for (D′, k′). Without loss of generality, assume
that X ′ is a minimal solution. We first claim that X ′ ∩ P = ∅. For all a ∈ D(A), the vertices
pia have the same set of outgoing neighbors and the same set of incoming neighbors. Hence, if
there exist i 6= j such that pia ∈ X ′ but pja /∈ X ′, then X ′ \ {pia} is also a solution to (D′, k′).
Indeed, if D′ \ (X ′ \ {pia}) contains a directed odd cycle, then this cycle must contain pia. By
replacing pia by p
j
a, we obtain a directed odd walk of D′ (which contains a directed odd cycle of
D′). Hence, we reach a contradiction to the minimality of X ′. Since there are αk + 1 vertices
pia while |X ′| ≤ αk, we conclude that X ′ ∩ P = ∅. Moreover, for all v ∈ V (D), the vertices
qiv have the same set of outgoing neighbors and the same set of incoming neighbors. Hence,
we again deduce that there cannot exist i 6= j such that qiv ∈ X ′ but qiv /∈ X ′. Let us denote
X = {v : q1v ∈ X ′}. Then, w(X) = |X ′| ≤ αk′ = αk. We claim that X is a solution to
(D, k, `, w). Suppose, by way of contradiction, that this claim is false. Then, let C be a directed
odd cycle of D. Let C ′ be obtained from C by replacing each arc a = (u, v) ∈ A(C) ∩ A0 by
the two arcs (q1u, p
1
a) and (p
1
a, q
1
v). By the definitions of P , S and T , and since we have argued
that X ′ ∩ P = ∅, we have that C is a directed odd cycle of D′ \X ′. Hence, we have reached a
contradiction to the supposition that X ′ is an α-approximate solution to (D′, k′).
As a corollary to Lemma 3.1, we derive the following result.
Corollary 1. For all α ≥ 1, if there exists an α-approximation algorithm for DOCT that
runs in time τ , then there exists an α-approximation algorithm for A-DOCT that runs in time
O(τ + nO(1)).
Proof. If there exists an α-approximation algorithm A for DOCT that runs in time τ , then
we define B as the algorithm that given an instance (D, k, `, w) of A-DOCT, constructs the
instance red(D, k, `, w) = (D′, k′) of DOCT, and calls algorithm A with (D′, k′) as input. If A
returns an α-approximate solution for (D′, k′), we have shown (in Lemma 3.1) how to translate
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Figure 1: The face of a forward clock.
it to an α-approximate solution for (D, k, `, w). Moreover, if (D, k, `, w) is a yes-instance, then
we have shown that (D′, k′) is a yes-instance. Hence, A would return an α-approximate solution
for (D′, k′). Thus, we obtain an α-approximation algorithm for A-DOCT that runs in time
O(τ + nO(1)).
3.2 The Basic Clock Gadget
Let n, k ∈ N such that k ≥ 100. Here, we define an (n, k)-forward clock and an (n, k)-reverse
clock. Since n and k would be clear from context, we simply write forward clock and reverse
clock rather than (n, k)-forward clock and (n, k)-reverse clock, respectively.
3.2.1 Forward Clock
Structure. We first define a forward clock C. The face of C is an “undirected” cycle whose vertex
set is the union of four pairwise-disjoint sets R̂ (red), B̂ (blue), T̂ (time) and {x}. We refer the
reader to Fig. 1. We set R̂ = {r̂i : i ∈ [n]0}, B̂ = {b̂i : i ∈ [n]0} and T̂ = {t̂i,n−i−1 : i ∈ [n− 1]0}.
The arc set of the face is the union of the following three pairwise-disjoint sets.
• {(x, r̂n), (x, b̂n), (r̂n, x), (̂bn, x)}.
• {(̂bi, r̂n−i) : i ∈ [n]0} ∪ {(r̂n−i, b̂i) : i ∈ [n]0}.
• {(r̂i, t̂i,n−i−1) : i ∈ [n − 1]0} ∪ {(̂bn−i−1, t̂i,n−i−1) : i ∈ [n − 1]0} ∪ {(t̂i,n−i−1, r̂i) : i ∈
[n− 1]0} ∪ {(t̂i,n−i−1, b̂n−i−1) : i ∈ [n− 1]0}.
The hands of C are two directed paths, red and blue (see Fig. 2). The vertex set of the red
path is the union of two pairwise disjoint sets, R = {ri : i ∈ [n]0} (red) and P = {pi : i ∈ [n]}
(pink). For all i ∈ [n], we denote pre(pi) = ri−1 and post(pi) = ri. The arc set of the red
path is {(pre(pi), pi) : i ∈ [n]} ∪ {(pi,post(pi)) : i ∈ [n]}. Symmetrically, the blue path is the
union of two pairwise disjoint sets, B = {bi : i ∈ [n]0} (red) and A = {ai : i ∈ [n]} (azure).
For all i ∈ [n], we denote pre(ai) = bi−1 and post(ai) = bi. The arc set of the blue path is
{(pre(ai), ai) : i ∈ [n]} ∪ {(ai, post(ai)) : i ∈ [n]}.
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Figure 2: The hands of a forward clock. For all i ∈ [n], pre(pi) = ri−1 and post(pi) = ri, and
pre(ai) = bi−1 and post(ai) = bi.
The hands are attached to the face as follows (see Fig. 3). First, we add the arcs (x, r0) and
(x, b0). Second, for all i ∈ [n]0, we add the arcs (ri, r̂i) and (bi, b̂i). Then, we “glue” the hands
by adding a new vertex, y, and the arcs (rn, y), (bn, y) and (y, x).
Finally, let us annotate C (see Fig. 3). The labels of the arcs in the set {(x, r̂n), (r̂n, x), (y, x)}∪
{(bi, b̂i) : i ∈ [n]0} are equal to 1, and the labels of all other arcs are equal to 0. Moreover, the
weight of the vertices in the set T̂ ∪ P ∪A are equal to 10, and the weights of all other vertices
are equal to 2k + 1. This completes the description of C. When the clock C is not clear from
context, we add the notation (C) to an element (vertex set or vertex) of the clock. For example,
we may write R(C) and x(C).
Properties. By the definition of a forward clock, we directly identify which directed odd cycles
are present in such a clock.
Observation 3.1. Let C be a forward clock. The set of directed odd cycles of C is the union
of the following sets.
• Type 1: The set whose only directed odd cycle is the one consisting of the entire red hand
and the arc (y, x).
• Type 2: The set whose only directed odd cycle is the one consisting of the entire blue
hand and the arc (y, x).
• Type 3: For all i ∈ [n]0, this set contains the directed odd cycle consisting of the directed
path from x to ri on the red hand, the arc (ri, r̂i), and the directed path from r̂i to x on
the face of the clock that contains the arc (r̂n, x).
• Type 4: For all i ∈ [n]0, this set contains the directed odd cycle consisting of the directed
path from x to bi on the blue hand, the arc (bi, b̂i), and the directed path from b̂i to x on
the face of the clock that contains the arc (̂bn, x).
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Figure 3: A forward clock. The arcs labeled 1 are marked by a green ‘1’. The weight of vertices
marked by circles is 2k + 1, and the weight of vertices marked by lines is 10.
• Type 5: The set whose only directed odd cycle is the face of the clock.
We proceed to derive properties of “cuts” of a forward clock. To this end, we first need to
define the kind of sets using which we would like to “cut” forward clocks.
Definition 3.1. Let C be a forward clock. We say that a set X ⊆ V (C) cuts C precisely if
there exist i, j, s ∈ [n] such that X = {pi, aj , t̂s,n−s−1}, i− 1 ≤ s and j ≤ n− s.
Definition 3.1 directly implies the following observation.
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Observation 3.2. Let C be a forward clock. If X = {pi, aj , t̂s,n−s−1} is a set that cuts C
precisely, then i+ j ≤ n+ 1.
We are now ready to present the desired properties of “cuts” of a forward clock.
Lemma 3.2. Let C be a forward clock. A set X ⊆ V (C) is a directed odd cycle transversal of
C of weight exactly 30 if and only if X cuts C precisely.
Proof. In the forward direction, let X ⊆ V (C) be a directed odd cycle transversal of C of weight
exactly 30. Recall that 2k + 1 > 40. Hence, to intersect the directed odd cycle of Type 1 (see
Observation 3.1), the set X must contain a vertex of the form pi for some i ∈ [n]. Symmetrically,
to intersect the directed odd cycle of Type 2, the set X must contain a vertex of the form aj
for some j ∈ [n]. Moreover, to intersect the directed odd cycle of Type 5, the set X must
contain a vertex of the form t̂s,n−s−1 for some s ∈ [n − 1]0. Since w(X) = 30, we deduce that
X = {pi, aj , t̂s,n−s−1}. To prove that X cuts C precisely, it remains to show that i − 1 ≤ s
and j ≤ n− s. For this purpose, consider the directed odd cycle of Type 3 that consists of the
directed path from x to ri−1 on the red hand, the arc (ri−1, r̂i−1), and the directed path from
r̂i−1 to x on the face of the clock that contains the arc (r̂n, x). Since X must intersect this
directed odd cycle, it must hold that i − 1 ≤ s. Now, consider the directed odd cycle of Type
4 that consists of the directed path from x to bj−1 on the blue hand, the arc (bj−1, b̂j−1), and
the directed path from b̂j−1 to x on the face of the clock that contains the arc (̂bn, x). Since X
must intersect this directed odd cycle, it must also hold that j − 1 ≤ n − s − 1, and therefore
j ≤ n− s.
In the reverse direction, let X ⊆ V (C) be a set that cuts C precisely. Then, there exist
i, j, s ∈ [n] such that X = {pi, aj , t̂s,n−s−1}, i− 1 ≤ s and j ≤ n− s. Clearly, w(X) = 30. Since
pi ∈ X, it holds that X intersects the directed odd cycle of Type 1 as well as every directed odd
cycle of Type 3 that consists of a directed path from x to ri′ on the red hand for some i
′ ≥ i,
the arc (ri′ , r̂i′), and the directed path from r̂i′ to x on the face of the clock that contains the
arc (r̂n, x). Symmetrically, since aj ∈ X, it holds that X intersects the directed odd cycle of
Type 2 as well as every directed odd cycle of Type 4 that consists of a directed path from x to
bj′ on the blue hand for some j
′ ≥ j, the arc (bj′ , b̂j′), and the directed path from b̂j′ to x on
the face of the clock that contains the arc (̂bn, x). Since t̂s,n−s−1 ∈ X, it holds that X intersects
that directed odd cycle of Type 5. Moreover, since i − 1 ≤ s, it holds that X intersects every
directed odd cycle of Type 3 that consists of a directed path from x to ri′ on the red hand for
some i′ < i, the arc (ri′ , r̂i′), and the directed path from r̂i′ to x on the face of the clock that
contains the arc (r̂n, x). Symmetrically, since j− 1 ≤ n− s− 1, it holds that X intersects every
directed odd cycle of Type 4 that consists of a directed path from x to bj′ on the blue hand
for some j′ < j, the arc (bj′ , b̂j′), and the directed path from b̂j′ to x on the face of the clock
that contains the arc (̂bn, x). We have thus verified that X is a directed odd cycle transversal
of C.
Lemma 3.3. Let C be a forward clock. The weight of a set X ⊆ V (C) that is a directed odd
cycle transversal of C but does not cut C precisely is at least 40.
Proof. Consider the directed odd cycles of C of Types 1, 2 and 5 (see Observation 3.1). The
only vertices that are present in at least two of these cycles are of weight 2k + 1 > 40. Hence,
if w(X) ≤ 40, then X must contain at least three vertices of C, each of weight 10. The set
X cannot contain exactly three vertices of C of weight 10, since then w(X) = 30, in which
Lemma 3.2 implies X should have cut C precisely. Hence, if w(X) ≤ 40, then X contains at
least four vertices of C, and therefore w(X) ≥ 40.
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Figure 4: The face of a reverse clock.
3.2.2 Reverse Clock
A reverse clock is simply a forward clock where the directions of all arcs have been reversed.
However, to ensure the readability of the rest of the paper, it would be convenient to rename the
vertices of a reverse clock as well as draw the illustrations differently. In particular, the vertices
would be indexed differently. Hence, for the sake of clarity, we provide a detailed description of
a reverse clock.
Structure. The face of a reverse clock C is an “undirected” cycle whose vertex set is the union
of four pairwise-disjoint sets R̂′ (red), B̂′ (blue), T̂ ′ (time) and {z}. We refer the reader to
Fig. 4. We set Rˆ′ = {r̂′i : i ∈ [n]0}, Bˆ′ = {b̂′i : i ∈ [n]0} and T̂ = {t̂′i,n−i+1 : i ∈ [n]}. The arc set
of the face is the union of the following three pairwise-disjoint sets.
• {(z, r̂′0), (z, b̂′0), (r̂′0, z), (̂b′0, z)}.
• {(̂b′i, r̂′n−i) : i ∈ [n]0} ∪ {(r̂′n−i, b̂′i) : i ∈ [n]0}.
• {(r̂′i, t̂′i,n−i+1) : i ∈ [n]} ∪ {(̂b′n−i+1, t̂′i,n−i+1) : i ∈ [n]} ∪ {(t̂′i,n−i+1, r̂′i) : i ∈ [n]} ∪
{(t̂′i,n−i+1, b̂′n−i+1) : i ∈ [n]}.
The hands of C are two directed paths, red and blue. These hands are defined exactly as
the hands of a forward clock, except that tags are added to the names of all of their vertices
(see Fig. 5). The hands are attached to the face as follows (see Fig. 6). First, we add the arcs
(r′n, z) and (b′n, z). Second, for all i ∈ [n]0, we add the arcs (r̂′i, r′i) and (̂b′i, b′i). Then, we “glue”
the hands by adding a new vertex, y, and the arcs (y, r′0), (y, b′0) and (z, y).
Finally, let us annotate C (see Fig. 6). The labels of the arcs in the set {(z, r̂′0), (r̂′0, z), (z, y)}∪
{(̂b′i, b′i) : i ∈ [n]0} are equal to 1, and the labels of all other arcs are equal to 0. Moreover, the
weight of the vertices in the set T̂ ′∪P ′∪A′ are equal to 10, and the weights of all other vertices
are equal to 2k + 1. This completes the description of C.
Properties. By the definition of a reverse clock, we directly identify which directed odd cycles
are present in such a clock.
Observation 3.3. Let C be a reverse clock. The set of directed odd cycles of C is the union of
the following sets.
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Figure 5: The hands of a reverse clock. For all i ∈ [n], pre(p′i) = r′i−1 and post(p′i) = r′i, and
pre(a′i) = b
′
i−1 and post(a
′
i) = b
′
i.
• Type 1: The set whose only directed odd cycle is the one consisting of the entire red hand
and the arc (z, y).
• Type 2: The set whose only directed odd cycle is the one consisting of the entire blue
hand and the arc (z, y).
• Type 3: For all i ∈ [n]0, this set contains the directed odd cycle consisting of the arc
(r̂′i, r
′
i), the directed path from r
′
i to z on the red hand, and the directed path from z to r̂
′
i
on the face of the clock that contains the arc (z, r̂′0).
• Type 4: For all i ∈ [n]0, this set contains the directed odd cycle consisting of the arc
(̂b′i, b
′
i), the directed path from b
′
i to z on the blue hand, and the directed path from z to b̂
′
i
on the face of the clock that contains the arc (z, b̂′0).
• Type 5: The set whose only directed odd cycle is the face of the clock.
As in the case of a forward clock, we proceed to derive properties of “cuts” of a reverse clock.
To this end, we first need to define the kind of sets using which we would like to “cut” reverse
clocks.
Definition 3.2. Let C be a reverse clock. We say that a set X ⊆ V (C) cuts C precisely if
there exist i, j, s ∈ [n] such that X = {p′i, a′j , t̂′s,n−s+1}, s ≤ i and n− s+ 1 ≤ j.
Definition 3.2 directly implies the following observation. Note that due to our placement of
indices, the inequality is complementary to the one in Observation 3.2.
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Figure 6: A reverse clock. The arcs labeled 1 are marked by a green ‘1’. The weight of vertices
marked by circles is 2k + 1, and the weight of vertices marked by lines is 10.
Observation 3.4. Let C be a reverse clock. If X = {p′i, a′j , t̂′s,n−s−1} is a set that cuts C
precisely, then i+ j ≥ n+ 1.
We are now ready to present the desired properties of “cuts” of a reverse clock.
Lemma 3.4. Let C be a reverse clock. A set X ⊆ V (C) is a directed odd cycle transversal of
C of weight exactly 30 if and only if X cuts C precisely.
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Proof. In the forward direction, let X ⊆ V (C) be a directed odd cycle transversal of C of
weight exactly 30. Recall that 2k + 1 > 40. Hence, to intersect the directed odd cycle of
Type 1 (see Observation 3.3), the set X must contain a vertex of the form p′i for some i ∈ [n].
Symmetrically, to intersect the directed odd cycle of Type 2, the set X must contain a vertex
of the form a′j for some j ∈ [n]. Moreover, to intersect the directed odd cycle of Type 5, the
set X must contain a vertex of the form t̂′s,n−s+1 for some s ∈ [n]. Since w(X) = 30, we deduce
that X = {p′i, a′j , t̂′s,n−s+1}. To prove that X cuts C precisely, it remains to show that s ≤ i and
n− s+ 1 ≤ j. For this purpose, consider the directed odd cycle of Type 3 that consists of the
arc (r̂′i, r
′
i), the directed path from r
′
i to z on the red hand, and the directed path from z to r̂
′
i
on the face of the clock that contains the arc (z, r̂′0). Since X must intersect this directed odd
cycle, it must hold that s ≤ i. Now, consider the directed odd cycle of Type 4 that consists of
the arc (̂b′j , b
′
j), the directed path from b
′
j to z on the blue hand, and the directed path from z
to b̂′j on the face of the clock that contains the arc (z, b̂
′
0). Since X must intersect this directed
odd cycle, it must also hold that n− s+ 1 ≤ j.
In the reverse direction, let X ⊆ V (C) be a set that cuts C precisely. Then, there exist
i, j, s ∈ [n] such that X = {p′i, a′j , t̂′s,n−s+1}, s ≤ i and n− s+ 1 ≤ j. Clearly, w(X) = 30. Since
p′i ∈ X, it holds that X intersects the directed odd cycle of Type 1 as well as every directed odd
cycle of Type 3 that consists of the arc (r̂′′ , r′i′) for some i
′ < i, the directed path from r′i′ to z on
the red hand, and the directed path from z to r̂′i′ on the face of the clock that contains the arc
(z, r̂′0). Symmetrically, since a′j ∈ X, it holds that X intersects the directed odd cycle of Type
2 as well as every directed odd cycle of Type 4 that consists of the arc (̂b′j′ , b
′
j′) for some j
′ < j,
the directed path from b′j′ to z on the blue hand, and the directed path from z to b̂
′
j′ on the face
of the clock that contains the arc (z, b̂′0). Since t̂′s,n−s+1 ∈ X, it holds that X intersects that
directed odd cycle of Type 5. Moreover, since s ≤ i, it holds that X intersects every directed
odd cycle of Type 3 that consists of the arc (r̂′′ , r′i′) for some i
′ ≥ i, the directed path from r′i′
to z on the red hand, and the directed path from z to r̂′i′ on the face of the clock that contains
the arc (z, r̂′0). Symmetrically, since n− s+ 1 ≤ j, it holds that X intersects every directed odd
cycle of Type 4 that consists of the arc (̂b′j′ , b
′
j′) for some j
′ ≥ j, the directed path from b′j′ to z
on the blue hand, and the directed path from z to b̂′j′ on the face of the clock that contains the
arc (z, b̂′0). We have thus verified that X is a directed odd cycle transversal of C.
Lemma 3.5. Let C be a reverse clock. The weight of a set X ⊆ V (C) that is a directed odd
cycle transversal of C but does not cut C precisely is at least 40.
Proof. Consider the directed odd cycles of C of Types 1, 2 and 5 (see Observation 3.3). The
only vertices that are present in at least two of these cycles are of weight 2k + 1 > 40. Hence,
if w(X) ≤ 40, then X must contain at least three vertices of C, each of weight 10. The set
X cannot contain exactly three vertices of weight 10 of C, since then w(X) = 30, in which
Lemma 3.4 implies X should have cut C precisely. Hence, if w(X) ≤ 40, then X contains at
least four vertices of C, and therefore w(X) ≥ 40.
3.3 The Double Clock Gadget
Structure. Roughly speaking, an (n, k)-double clock is the result of gluing the tips of the hands
of an (n, k)-forward clock and an (n, k)-reverse clock together as well as adding a 1-labeled arc
from every vertex on the hands of the reverse clock to its “twin” on the forward clock. In
what follows, since n and k would be clear from context, we omit explicit references to (n, k).
Formally, a double clock C˜ is defined as the digraph obtained as follows. Let C be a forward
clock, and let C ′ be a reverse clock. Identify the vertex y of both of these clocks (see Fig. 7).
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Figure 7: Gluing a forward clock and a reverse clock.
All other vertices are distinct. Now, for all i ∈ [n]0, add the arcs (r′i, ri) and (b′i, bi), and let the
labels of both of these arcs be 1 (see Fig. 8).
Properties. By the definition of a double clock, we first directly identify which directed odd
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Figure 8: A double clock.
cycles are present in such a clock.
Observation 3.5. Let C˜ be a double clock. The set of directed odd cycles of C˜ is the union of
the following sets.
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• Forward: The set of directed odd cycles completely contained in the forward clock (see
Observation 3.1).
• Reverse: The set of directed odd cycles completely contained in the reverse clock (see
Observation 3.3).
• Double Red: For all i ∈ [n]0, this set contains the direct odd cycle consisting of the arc
(r′i, ri), the directed path from ri to y on the red hand of the forward clock, and the directed
path from y to r′i on the red hand of the reverse clock.
• Double Blue: For all i ∈ [n]0, this set contains the direct odd cycle consisting of the
arc (b′i, bi), the directed path from bi to y on the blue hand of the forward clock, and the
directed path from y to b′i on the blue hand of the reverse clock.
We proceed to derive properties of “cuts” of a double clock. To this end, we again first need
to define the kind of sets using which we would like to “cut” double clocks.
Definition 3.3. Let C˜ be a double clock. We say that a set X ⊆ V (C˜) cuts C˜ precisely if there
exists i ∈ [n] such that X = {pi, an−i+1, p′i, a′n−i+1, t̂i−1,n−i, t̂′i,n−i+1}.
We are now ready to present desired properties of “cuts” of a double clock.
Lemma 3.6. Let C˜ be a double clock. A set X ⊆ V (C˜) is a directed odd cycle transversal of C˜
of weight exactly 60 if and only if X cuts C˜ precisely.
Proof. In the forward direction, let X ⊆ V (C˜) be a directed odd cycle transversal of C˜ of
weight exactly 60. By Lemmata 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5, and since w(X) = 60 while the only
vertex that the forward and reverse clocks of C˜ have in common is y, we deduce that X is of
the following form. The set X is the union of two pairwise disjoint sets, Y and Y ′, such that
Y cuts the forward clock of C˜ precisely, and Y ′ cuts the reverse clock of C˜ precisely. Hence,
there exist i, j, s ∈ [n] such that Y = {pi, aj , t̂s,n−s−1}, i − 1 ≤ s and j ≤ n − s. In particular,
by Observation 3.2, it holds that i + j ≤ n + 1. Moreover, there exist i′, j′, s′ ∈ [n] such that
Y ′ = {p′i′ , a′j′ , t̂′s′,n−s+1}, s′ ≤ i′ and n− s′ + 1 ≤ j′. In particular, by Observation 3.4, it holds
that i′ + j′ ≥ n+ 1. Thus, to prove the forward direction, it remains to show that i = i′, j = j′
and j = n− i+ 1. Indeed, if these equalities hold, then necessarily s = i− 1 and s′ = i.
We claim that i ≥ i′. Indeed, if i < i′, then X does not intersect the directed odd cycle of
Type “Double Red” (see Observation 3.5) that consists of the arc (post(p′i),post(pi)) = (r
′
i, ri),
the directed path from ri to y on the red hand of the forward clock, and the directed path from
y to r′i on the red hand of the reverse clock. Symmetrically, we claim that j ≥ j′. Indeed, if
j < j′, then X does not intersect the directed odd cycle of Type “Double Blue” that consists
of the arc (post(a′j), post(aj)) = (b
′
j , bj), the directed path from bj to y on the blue hand of the
forward clock, and the directed path from y to b′j on the blue hand of the reverse clock.
Next, we observe that since i ≥ i′, j ≥ j′ and i′ + j′ ≥ n + 1, we have that i + j ≥ n + 1.
However, since we have also argued that i + j ≤ n + 1, we have that i + j = n + 1. Thus,
j = n − i + 1. Similarly, since i ≥ i′, j ≥ j′ and i + j ≤ n + 1, we have that i′ + j′ ≤ n + 1.
However, since we have also argued that i′+ j′ ≥ n+ 1, we have that i′+ j′ = n+ 1. Hence, we
further deduce that i+ j = i′ + j′. However, since i ≥ i′ and j ≥ j′, this implies that i = i′ and
j = j′. We thus conclude the correctness of the forward direction.
In the reverse direction, let X ⊆ V (C˜) be a set that cuts C˜ precisely. Then, there exist i ∈ [n]
such that X = {pi, an−i+1, p′i, a′n−i+1, t̂i−1,n−i, t̂′i,n−i+1}. Denote Y = {pi, an−i+1, t̂i−1,n−i} and
Y ′ = {p′i, a′n−i+1, t̂′i,n−i+1}. Observe that Y cuts the forward clock of C˜ precisely, while Y ′
cuts the reverse clock of C˜ precisely. Hence, by Lemmata 3.2 and 3.4, the set X intersects all
directed odd cycles of Types “Forward” and “Reverse”. Thus, by Observation 3.5, and since it
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is clear that w(X) = 60, it remains to verify that X intersects all directed odd cycles of Types
“Double Red” and “Double Blue”. Since pi ∈ X, it holds that X intersects every directed odd
cycle of Type “Double Red” that consists of the arc (r′i′ , ri′) for some i
′ < i, the directed path
from ri′ to y on the red hand of the forward clock, and the directed path from y to r
′
i′ on the
red hand of the reverse clock. Moreover, since p′i ∈ X, it holds that X intersects every directed
odd cycle of Type “Double Red” that consists of the arc (r′i′ , ri′) for some i
′ ≥ i, the directed
path from ri′ to y on the red hand of the forward clock, and the directed path from y to r
′
i′ on
the red hand of the reverse clock. Thus, the set X intersects every directed odd cycle of Type
“Double Red”. Symmetrically, since ai, a
′
i ∈ X, we deduce that X also intersects every directed
odd cycle of Type “Double Blue”. This concludes the proof of the reverse direction.
Lemma 3.7. Let C˜ be a double clock. The weight of a set X ⊆ V (C˜) that is a directed odd
cycle transversal of C˜ but does not cut C˜ precisely is at least 70.
Proof. Since X does not cut C˜ precisely, Lemma 3.6 implies that either w(X) < 60 or w(X) >
60. However, Lemmata 3.2 and 3.3 imply that the weight of the intersection of X with the
forward clock is either 30 or at least 40, and Lemmata 3.4 and 3.5 imply that the weight of the
intersection of X with the reverse clock is either 30 or at least 40. Furthermore, since y is the
only vertex that the forward and reverse clocks have in common and its weight is 2k + 1 > 70,
we conclude that w(X) ≥ 70.
To analyze structures that combine several double clocks, we need to strengthen the reverse
direction of Lemma 3.6. More precisely, we need to derive additional properties of a double
clock from which we remove a set that cuts it precisely (in addition to the claim that this graph
excludes directed odd cycles). For this purpose, we first introduce the following definition, which
breaks a double clock into three “pieces” (see Fig. 9).
Definition 3.4. Let C˜ be a double clock, and let X be a set that cuts C˜ precisely. Then,
C˜[X,x] denotes the subgraph of C˜ \X induced by the set of vertices that both can reach x and
are reachable from x, and C˜[X, z] denotes the subgraph of C˜ \X induced by the set of vertices
that both can reach z and are reachable from z. Moreover, C˜[X, y] denotes the subgraph of C˜ \X
induced by the set of vertices that belong to neither C˜[X,x] nor C˜[X, z].
Notice that for a double clock C˜, the only two directed paths from x to y are the red and
blue hands of the forward clock of C˜, the only two directed paths from y to z are the red and
blue hands of the reverse clock of C˜, and all of the directed paths from x to z contain the vertex
y. Moreover, to every vertex v on a hand of the forward clock, there exists exactly one directed
path from x that avoids y. On the other hand, from the vertex v, note that x is reachable by
using an arc to the face of the forward clock (in case of a vertex of weight 2k+1) or an outgoing
arc followed by an arc to the face of the forward clock (in case of a vertex of weight 10), after
which we append either of the two paths from the vertex we have reached on the face of the
forward clock to x. A symmetric claim holds in the context of z. In light of these observations,
we identify each piece of Definition 3.4 as follows (see Fig. 9).
Observation 3.6. Let C˜ be a double clock, and let X = {pi, an−i+1, p′i, a′n−i+1, t̂i−1,n−i, t̂′i,n−i+1}
be a set that cuts C˜ precisely. Then, the following three conditions are satisfied.
1. V (C˜[X,x]) = R̂∪ B̂ ∪ (T̂ \ {t̂i−1,n−i})∪ {x} ∪ {pi′ ∈ P : i′ < i} ∪ {ri′ ∈ R : i′ < i} ∪ {ai′ ∈
A : i′ < n− i+ 1} ∪ {bi′ ∈ B : i′ < n− i+ 1}.
2. V (C˜[X, y]) = {y} ∪ {pi′ ∈ P : i′ > i} ∪ {ri′ ∈ R : i′ ≥ i} ∪ {ai′ ∈ A : i′ > n− i+ 1} ∪ {bi′ ∈
B : i′ ≥ n− i+1}∪{p′i′ ∈ P ′ : i′ < i}∪{r′i′ ∈ R′ : i′ < i}∪{a′i′ ∈ A′ : i′ < n− i+1}∪{b′i′ ∈
B′ : i′ < n− i+ 1}.
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 Figure 9: The components C˜[X,x] (blue), C˜[X, y] (green) and C˜[X, z] (yellow), where X is the
set of red vertices (see Definition 3.4).
3. V (C˜[X, z]) = R̂′∪B̂′∪(T̂ ′ \{t̂′i,n−i+1})∪{z}∪{p′i′ ∈ P ′ : i′ > i}∪{r′i′ ∈ R′ : i′ ≥ i}∪{a′i′ ∈
A′ : i′ > n− i+ 1} ∪ {b′i′ ∈ B′ : i′ ≥ n− i+ 1}.
Furthermore, we notice that the three pieces are locally “isolated” in a double clock. Here,
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isolation means that there does not exist a vertex in one piece and a vertex in another piece
such that the first vertex can reach the second one and vice versa. More precisely, since C˜[X,x]
and C˜[X, z] are strongly connected directed graphs, while (z, y), (y, x) ∈ A(C˜ \ X) and all of
the directed paths of C˜ from x to z contain y, we directly derive the following observation.
Observation 3.7. Let C˜ be a double clock, and let X be a set that cuts C˜ precisely. Then, the
following two conditions are satisfied.
1. There do not exist vertices u ∈ V (C˜[X,x]) and v ∈ V (C˜[X, y]) ∪ V (C˜[X, z]) such that
there exists a directed path from u to v in C˜ \X.
2. There do not exist vertices u ∈ V (C˜[X, y]) and v ∈ V (C˜[X, z]) such that there exists a
directed path from u to v in C˜ \X.
We also need to internally analyze each piece separately. To this end, we introduce one
additional definition.
Definition 3.5. Let D be a directed graph, and let ` : A(D)→ {0, 1}. We say that a function
f : V (D)→ {b,w} is `-consistent for D if for all (u, v) ∈ A(D), it holds that `(u, v) = 0 if and
only if f(u) = f(v).
When the graphD is clear from context, we simply write `-consistent rather than `-consistent
for D. First, we note the following simple observation, which hints at the relevance of Definition
3.5 to A-DOCT.
Observation 3.8. Let D be a directed graph, and let ` : A(D) → {0, 1}. If there exists an
`-consistent function for D, then D does not contain a directed odd cycle.
Let us now derive another simple implication of Definition 3.5.
Lemma 3.8. Let D be a directed graph, ` : A(D) → {0, 1}, and D′ be some subgraph of D
whose underlying undirected graph is connected and which contains only 0-labeled arcs. Then,
if D admits an `-consistent function, then D also admits an `-consistent function f such that
for all v ∈ V (D′), it holds that f(v) = b.
Proof. Suppose that D admits an `-consistent function f̂ . Then, define f̂ ′ : V (D) → {b,w}
as follows. For all v ∈ V (D), it holds that f̂ ′(v) = b if and only if f̂(v) = w. Note that f̂ ′ is
also `-consistent for D. By Definition 3.5, for all u, v ∈ V (D′), we have that f̂(u) = f̂(v) and
f̂ ′(u) = f̂ ′(v). Thus, if for all v ∈ V (D′), it holds that f̂(v) = b, then f̂ is a function f as stated
in the lemma, and otherwise f̂ ′ is such a function f .
We proceed by showing that for (arc-labeled) strongly connected directed graphs, we can
easily find a consistent function.
Lemma 3.9. Let D be a strongly connected directed graph, and let ` : A(D) → {0, 1}. If D
does not contain a directed odd cycle, then D admits a function f that is `-consistent.
Proof. Suppose that D does not contain a directed odd cycle. Let D̂ be the directed graph
obtained from D by subdividing every 0-labeled arc once. That is, the graph D˜ is obtained
from D by replacing every arc a = (u, v) ∈ A(D) that is labeled 0 by a new vertex wa and
the arcs (u,wa) and (wa, v). Let G˜ be the underlying undirected graph of D̂. Note that
V (D) ⊆ V (D˜) = V (G˜). By Proposition 2.1, G˜ is a bipartite graph. Then, there exists a
bipartition (X,Y ) of the vertex set of G˜. Define a function f : V (D)→ {b,w} as follows. For
all v ∈ V (D), it holds that f(v) = b if and only if v ∈ X.
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We claim that f is `-consistent for D. First, note that for every arc (u, v) ∈ A(D) that is
labeled 1, the edge {u, v} belongs to E(G˜). Thus, since (X,Y ) is a bipartition of G˜, it holds that
either both u ∈ X and v ∈ Y or both v ∈ X and u ∈ Y . In either case, we have that f(u) 6= f(v).
Now, let a = (u, v) be some arc of D that is labeled 0. Then, {u,wa}, {wa, v} ∈ E(G˜). Thus,
since (X,Y ) is a bipartition of G˜, it holds that either u, v ∈ X or u, v ∈ Y . In either case, we
have that f(u) = f(v). This concludes the proof of the lemma.
Finally, we are ready to present the last property of a double clock relevant to our work.
Lemma 3.10. Let C˜ be a double clock, and let X be a set that cuts C˜ precisely. Then, the
following three conditions are satisfied.
1. There exists an `-consistent function fx for C˜[X,x] such that fx(x) = b and for every
vertex v of C˜[X,x] that does not belong to the face of the forward clock, it holds that
fx(v) = b.
2. The function that assigns b to every vertex of C˜[X, y] is `-consistent for C˜[X, y].
3. There exists an `-consistent function fz for C˜[X, z] such that fz(z) = b and for every
vertex v of C˜[X, z] that does not belong to the face of the reverse clock, it holds that
fz(v) = b.
Proof. By the definitions of C˜[X,x] and C˜[X, z], we have that C˜[X,x] and C˜[X, z] are strongly
connected directed graphs. Moreover, by Lemma 3.6, C˜ \ X does not contain a directed odd
cycle, and therefore both C˜[X,x] and C˜[X, z] do not contain a directed odd cycle. Thus, by
Lemma 3.9, both C˜[X,x] and C˜[X, z] admit `-consistent functions. By Observation 3.6 and
the definition of a double clock, we have that C˜[X,x] contains a subgraph whose vertex set
consists of x as well as every vertex of C˜[X,x] that does not belong to the face of the forward
clock, whose underlying undirected graph is connected, and which consists only of 0-labeled
arcs. Symmetrically, we have that C˜[X, z] contains a subgraph whose vertex set consists of z
as well as every vertex of C˜[X, z] that does not belong to the face of the reverse clock, whose
underlying undirected graph is connected, and which consists only of 0-labeled arcs. Hence, by
Lemma 3.8, we have that Conditions 1 and 3 are satisfied.
Finally, by Observation 3.6 and the definition of a double clock, we note that all of the arcs
of C˜[X, y] are labeled 0. Thus, it is clear that Condition 2 is satisfied as well.
3.4 The Synchronization Gadget
Let n, k ∈ N such that k ≥ 100, and let I ⊆ [n] × [n] be a set of pairs of indices. Here,
we define an (n, k, I)-synchronizer. Since n and k would be clear from context, we simply
write I-synchronizer rather than (n, k, I)-synchronizer. When I is also clear from context (or
immaterial), we omit it as well.
Structure. The hands of a synchronizer S are four red directed paths, H, H ′, H˜ and H˜ ′.
The vertex set of H is the union of two pairwise disjoint sets, R = {ri : i ∈ [n]0} (red) and
P = {pi : i ∈ [n]} (pink). For all i ∈ [n], we denote pre(pi) = ri−1 and post(pi) = ri. The arc
set of H is {(pre(pi), pi) : i ∈ [n]}∪{(pi,post(pi)) : i ∈ [n]} (see Fig. 10). The path H˜ is defined
as the path H where use tilde notation to specify vertices. Similarly, H ′ and H˜ ′ are defined as
the path H and H˜, respectively, where we further use prime notation to specify vertices. The
weight of each vertex on these paths is 10, and the label of each arc on these paths is 0. Now,
to obtain the frame of S, we add three vertices, x, y and z, each of weight 2k + 1. Moreover,
we add the arcs (x, r0), (x, r˜0), (rn, y), (r˜n, y), (y, r
′
0), (y, r˜
′
0), (r
′
n, z) and (r˜
′
n, z). The label of
each of these arcs is 0. For the sake of clarity of illustrations, the vertex y is drawn twice (see
Fig. 10).
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g6,1 g6,2 g6,3 g6, 4 g6,5 g6,6 
g5,1 g5,2 g5,3 g5,4 g5,5 g5,6 
g4,1 g4,2 g4,3 g4,4 g4,5 g4,6 
g3,1 g3,2 g3,3 g3,4  g3,6 
g2,1 g2,2 g2,3 g2,4 g2,5 g2,6 
g1,1 g1,2 g1,3 g1,4 g1,5 g1,6 
g3,5 
Figure 10: A synchronizer where n = 6. The arcs labeled 1 are marked by a green ‘1’. The
weight of vertices marked by circles is 2k + 1, the weight of vertices marked by lines is 10, and
the weight of each vertex marked by a square is either 2k + 1 or 1.
Next, we define the interior of S (see Fig. 10). Roughly speaking, this part is a grid where
each vertex has either a very high weight or a very low weight, depending on whether or not
the pair of indices that the vertex represents belongs to I. Formally, the interior of S is the
graph G on the vertex set {gi,j : i, j ∈ [n]} and the arc set {(gi+1,j , gi,j) : i ∈ [n − 1], j ∈
[n]} ∪ {(gi,j+1, gi,j) : i ∈ [n], j ∈ [n − 1]}. The label of each of the arcs is 0. Moreover, for all
i, j ∈ [n], the weight of gi,j is 1 if (i, j) ∈ I and 2k + 1 otherwise.
Finally, we attach the frame of S to the interior of S (see Fig. 10). To this end, for all i ∈ [n],
we add two arcs labeled 1: (gi,1,post(pi)) and (pre(p˜
′
i), gn,i). Moreover, for all i ∈ [n], we add
two arcs labeled 0: (g1,i,post(p˜i)) and (pre(p
′
i), gi,n). When the synchronizer S is not clear from
context, we add the notation (S) to an element (vertex set or vertex) of the synchronizer.
Properties. By the definition of a synchronizer, we first directly identify which directed odd
cycles are present in such a gadget.
Observation 3.9. Let S be a synchronizer. The set of directed odd cycles of S is the union of
the following sets.
• Horizontal Match: For all i ∈ [n], this set contains the direct odd cycle consisting of the
directed path from y to pre(p′i) on H
′, the (unique) directed path from pre(p′i) to post(pi)
on the interior, and the directed path from post(pi) to y on H.
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• Horizontal Mismatch: For all i, j ∈ [n] such that j < i, this set contains every direct
odd cycle consisting of the directed path from y to pre(p′i) on H
′, some directed path from
pre(p′i) to post(pj) on the interior, and the directed path from post(pj) to y on H.
• Vertical Match: For all i ∈ [n], this set contains the direct odd cycle consisting of the
directed path from y to pre(p˜′i) on H˜
′, the (unique) directed path from pre(p˜′i) to post(p˜i)
on the interior, and the directed path from post(p˜i) to y on H˜.
• Vertical Mismatch: For all i, j ∈ [n] such that j < i, this set contains every direct
odd cycle consisting of the directed path from y to pre(p˜′i) on H˜
′, some directed path from
pre(p˜′i) to post(p˜j) on the interior, and the directed path from post(p˜j) to y on H˜.
We proceed to derive properties of “cuts” of a synchronizer. To this end, we again first need
to define the kind of sets using which we would like to “cut” synchronizers.
Definition 3.6. Let S be an I-synchronizer. We say that a set X ⊆ V (S) cuts S precisely if
there exist i, j ∈ [n] such that X = {pi, p′i, p˜j , p˜′j , gi,j} and (i, j) ∈ I.
Definition 3.7. Let S be an I-synchronizer. We say that a set X ⊆ V (S) cuts S roughly if X
does not cut S precisely and there exist i, j ∈ [n] such that {pi, p′i, p˜j , p˜′j} ⊆ X.
We are now ready to present desired properties of “cuts” of a synchronizer. Unlike the cases
of clocks, here we only analyze cuts of the forms presented in Definitions 3.6 and 3.7. The first
property follows directly from Definition 3.6.
Observation 3.10. The weight of a set that cuts that a synchronizer precisely is exactly 41. In
particular, the weight of the intersection of this set with the interior is exactly 1.
Let us now argue that all directed odd cycles are intersected.
Lemma 3.11. Let S be a synchronizer, and let X be a set that cuts S precisely. Then, S \X
does not contain a directed odd cycle.
Proof. Since X cuts S precisely, there exist i, j ∈ [n] such that X = {pi, p′i, p˜j , p˜′j , gi,j}. Since
gi,j ∈ X, it holds that X intersects the directed odd cycle of Type “Horizontal Match” that
consists of the directed path from y to pre(p′i) on H
′, the directed path from pre(p′i) to post(pi)
on the interior, and the directed path from post(pi) to y on H (see Observation 3.9). Moreover,
since pi, p
′
i ∈ X, it holds that X intersects all of the remaining directed odd cycles of Types
“Horizontal Match” and “Horizontal Mismatch”. Symmetrically, since gi,j ∈ X, it holds that
X intersects the directed odd cycle of Type “Vertical Match” that consists of the directed path
from y to pre(p˜′j) on H˜
′, the directed path from pre(p˜′j) to post(p˜j) on the interior, and the
directed path from post(p˜i) to y on H˜. Finally, since p˜i, p˜
′
i ∈ X, it holds that X intersects all
of the remaining directed odd cycles of Types “Vertical Match” and “Vertical Mismatch”. This
concludes the proof of the lemma.
Next, we analyze the weight of rough cuts.
Lemma 3.12. Let S be a synchronizer, and let X be a set that cuts S roughly. Then, w(X) ≥
42.
Proof. If X contains at least five vertices of the frame, then w(X) ≥ 50 since the weight of each
vertex of the frame is at least 10. Thus, we next assume that X contains exactly four vertices of
the frame. Since X cuts S roughly, the set of these vertices can be denoted by Y = {pi, p′i, p˜j , p˜′j}
for some i, j ∈ [n]. Let C be the directed odd cycle of Type “Horizontal Match” consisting of
the directed path from y to pre(p′i) on H
′, the directed path from pre(p′i) to post(pi) on the
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 Figure 11: The components S[X,x] (green), S[X, y] (yellow), S[X, z] (blue), S[X, lx] (purple)
and S[X, lz] (brown), where X is the set of red vertices (see Definition 3.8).
interior, and the directed path from post(pi) to y on H (see Observation 3.9). Moreover, let
C ′ be the directed odd cycle of Type “Vertical Match” consisting of the directed path from y
to pre(p˜′j) on H˜
′, the (unique) directed path from pre(p˜′j) to post(p˜j) on the interior, and the
directed path from post(p˜j) to y on H˜. Note that besides vertices of the frame, the only vertex
that both C and C ′ have in common is gi,j . Since X must intersect both of these cycles but it
cannot contain only gi,j in addition to Y (since it does not cut S precisely), we deduce that X
must contain at least two vertices of the interior. We thus conclude that w(X) ≥ 42.
As in the case of the double clock, we need to strengthen Lemma 3.11. For this purpose, we
introduce the following definition, which breaks a synchronizer into five “pieces” (see Fig. 11).
Definition 3.8. Let S be a synchronizer, and let X be a set that cuts S precisely. Then, S[X, y]
denotes the subgraph of S\X induced by the set of vertices that both can reach y and are reachable
from y. Moreover, S[X,x] denotes the subgraph of S \X induced by the set of vertices reachable
from x, and S[X, z] denotes the subgraph of S induced by the set of vertices that can reach z.
Finally, S[X, lx] denotes the subgraph of S \ X induced by the set of vertices outside S[X,x]
that can reach a vertex of S[X,x] without using any vertex of S[X, y], and S[X, lz] denotes the
subgraph of S \X induced by the set of vertices outside S[X, z] that are reachable from a vertex
of S[X, z] without using any vertex of S[X, y].
Notice that for a synchronizer S, the only two directed paths from x to y are those internally
consisting of H and H˜, the only two directed paths from y to z are those internally consisting of
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H ′ and H˜ ′, and all of the directed paths from x to z contain the vertex y. Moreover, the vertex
y and every vertex gi,j of the interior are both contained in the two following (even) directed
cycles, among other directed cycles, whose only common vertices are y and gi,j : (i) the directed
cycle consisting of the path from y to pre(p′i) on H
′, the (unique) directed path from pre(p′i)
to gi,j on the interior, the (unique) directed path from gi,j to post(p˜j) on the interior, and the
directed path from post(p˜j) to y on H˜; (ii) the directed cycle consisting of the path from y
to pre(p˜′j) on H˜
′, the (unique) directed path from pre(p˜′j) to gi,j on the interior, the (unique)
directed path from gi,j to post(pi) on the interior, and the directed path from post(pi) to y on
H. In light of these observations, we identify each piece of Definition 3.8 as follows (see Fig. 11).
Observation 3.11. Let S be a synchronizer, and let X = {pi, p′i, p˜j , p˜′j , gi,j} be a set that cuts
S precisely. Then, the following five conditions are satisfied.
1. V (S[X,x]) = {x} ∪ {pi′ ∈ V (H) : i′ < i} ∪ {ri′ ∈ V (H) : i′ < i} ∪ {p˜j′ ∈ V (H˜) : j′ <
j} ∪ {r˜j′ ∈ V (H˜) : j′ < j}.
2. V (S[X, y]) = {y} ∪ {pi′ ∈ V (H) : i′ > i} ∪ {ri′ ∈ V (H) : i′ ≥ i} ∪ {p˜j′ ∈ V (H˜) : j′ >
j} ∪ {r˜j′ ∈ V (H˜) : j′ ≥ j} ∪ {p′i′ ∈ V (H ′) : i′ < i} ∪ {r′i′ ∈ V (H ′) : i′ < i} ∪ {p˜′j′ ∈ V (H˜ ′) :
j′ < j} ∪ {r˜′j′ ∈ V (H˜ ′) : j′ < j} ∪ ({gi′,j′ ∈ V (G) : i′ ≤ i, j′ ≥ j} ∪ {gi′,j′ ∈ V (G) : i′ ≥
i, j′ ≤ j}) \ {gi,j}.
3. V (S[X, z]) = {z} ∪ {p′i′ ∈ V (H ′) : i′ > i} ∪ {r′i′ ∈ V (H ′) : i′ ≥ i} ∪ {p˜′j′ ∈ V (H˜ ′) : j′ >
j} ∪ {r˜′j′ ∈ V (H˜ ′) : j′ ≥ j}.
4. V (S[X, lx]) = {gi′,j′ ∈ V (G) : i′ < i, j′ < j}.
5. V (S[X, lz]) = {gi′,j′ ∈ V (G) : i′ > i, j′ > j}.
Furthermore, in light of Observation 3.11, we notice that the five pieces are locally “isolated”
in a synchronizer as follows.
Observation 3.12. Let S be a synchronizer, and let X be a set that cuts S precisely. Then,
the following five conditions are satisfied.
1. There do not exist vertices u ∈ V (C˜[X,x]) and v ∈ V (S[X, lx])∪V (S[X, y])∪V (S[X, lz])∪
V (S[X, z]) such that there exists a directed path from u to v in S \X.
2. There do not exist vertices u ∈ V (C˜[X, lx]) and v ∈ V (S[X, y])∪ V (S[X, lz])∪ V (S[X, z])
such that there exists a directed path from u to v in S \X.
3. There do not exist vertices u ∈ V (C˜[X, y]) and v ∈ V (S[X, lz]) ∪ V (S[X, z]) such that
there exists a directed path from u to v in S \X.
4. There do not exist vertices u ∈ V (C˜[X, lz]) and v ∈ V (S[X, z]) such that there exists a
directed path from u to v in S \X.
Finally, we need to internally analyze each piece separately.
Lemma 3.13. Let S be a synchronizer, and let X be a set that cuts S precisely. Then, the
following two conditions are satisfied.
1. For each of the graphs S[X,x], S[X, lx], S[X, lz] and S[X, z], the function that assigns b
to every vertex of the graph is `-consistent.
2. There exists an `-consistent function fy for S[X, y] such that for every vertex v of the
frame that belongs to S[X, y], it holds that fy(v) = b.
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Proof. By Observation 3.11 and the definition of a synchronizer, we note that all of the arcs
of each of the graphs S[X,x], S[X, lx], S[X, lz] and S[X, z] are labeled 0. Thus, it is clear that
Condition 1 is satisfied
Next, by its definition, note that S[X, y] is a strongly connected directed graph. Moreover,
by Lemma 3.11, S \ X does not contain a directed odd cycle, and therefore S[X, y] does not
contain a directed odd cycle. Thus, by Lemma 3.9, S[X, y] admits an `-consistent function. By
Observation 3.11 and the definition of a synchronizer, we have that S[X, y] contains a subgraph
whose vertex set consists of all of the vertices of the frame that belong to S[X, y], whose
underlying undirected graph is connected, and which consists only of 0-labeled arcs. Hence, by
Lemma 3.8, we have that Condition 2 is satisfied as well.
3.5 Reduction
We are now ready to present the complete reduction from PSI to A-DOCT. For this purpose,
let (H,G, col) be an instance PSI. We assume that |V (G)| ≥ 100, else a solution can be found
by brute force in polynomial time. If G contains an isolated vertex to which no vertex in H is
mapped by col, then the input instance is a no-instance; otherwise, by removing all of the isolated
vertices of G and the vertices of H that are mapped to them, we obtain an instance of PSI that
is equivalent to (H,G, col). Thus, we next assume that G does not contain isolated vertices. For
all g ∈ V (G), denote V g = {v ∈ V (H) : col(v) = g}. We next assume that for all g, g′ ∈ V (G),
it holds that |V g| = |V g′ | = n (for the appropriate n), else we can add isolated vertices to H to
ensure that this condition holds. Then, for all g ∈ V g, denote V g = {vg1 , vg2 , . . . , vgn}. Let < be
some arbitrary order on V (G).
We construct an instance red(H,G, col) = (D, k, `, w) of A-DOCT as follows. First, we set
k = 60|V (G)|+ |E(G)|. Next, we turn to construct (D, k, `, w). For every g ∈ V (G), we insert
one (n, k)-double clock C˜g. For every edge e = {g, g′} ∈ E(G) where g < g′, we insert one
(n, k, Ie)-synchronizer Se where Ie = {(i, j) : {vgi , vg
′
j } ∈ E(H)}. We identify the vertices x, y
and z of all double clocks and synchronizers. That is, we now have a single vertex called x, a
single vertex called y and a single vertex called z. Finally, for every edge e = {g, g′} ∈ E(G)
where g < g′, we identify the red hand of the forward clock of C˜g with the hand H of Se, the
red hand of the reverse clock of C˜g with the hand H ′ of Se, the red hand of the forward clock
of C˜g
′
with the hand H˜ of Se, and the red hand of the reverse clock of C˜g
′
with the hand H˜ ′
of Se. Here, by identifying two directed paths of the same number 2n+ 1 of vertices, we mean
that for all i ∈ [2n+ 1], we identify the ith vertex on one path with the ith vertex on the other
path. Consequently, for all i ∈ [2n], we also identify the ith arc on one path with the ith arc on
the other path. We remark that next, when we refer to an element of a specific double clock or
a specific synchronizer, we would refer to the new unified vertex. For example, given an edge
e = {g, g′} ∈ E(G) where g < g′, we have that r3(Cg) = r3(Se) and r′5(Cg
′
) = r˜′5(Se). This
completes the description of the reduction.
3.6 Correctness
It remains to derive the correctness of Theorem 1. To this end, first note that since |V (G)| ≥ 100
and G does not contain isolated vertices, we have the following observation.
Observation 3.13. Let (H,G, col) be an instance of PSI. Then, for (D, k, `, w) = red(H,G, col),
it holds that 100 ≤ k ≤ 121|E(G)|.
Clearly, we also have the following observation.
Observation 3.14. Let (H,G, col) be an instance of PSI. Then, the instance red(H,G, col)
can be constructed in polynomial time.
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To verify the correctness of the reduction, we first prove the forward direction, summarized
in the following lemmata.
Lemma 3.14. Let (H,G, col) be a yes-instance of PSI. Then, (D, k, `, w) = red(H,G, col) is
a yes-instance of A-DOCT.
Proof. Since (H,G, col) be a yes-instance of PSI, there exists a colorful mapping of G into H.
That is, there exists an injective function ϕ : V (G) → V (H) such that for every g ∈ V (G),
col(ϕ(g)) = g, and for every {g, g′} ∈ E(G), {ϕ(g), ϕ(g′)} ∈ E(H). For all g ∈ V (G), let i(g)
denote the index i ∈ [n] such that ϕ(g) = vgi . Now, we define the following sets.
• For all g ∈ V (G): We define Xg = {pi(C˜g), an−i+1(C˜g), p′i(C˜g), a′n−i+1(C˜g), t̂i−1,n−i(C˜g),
t̂′i,n−i+1(C˜
g)} where i = i(g). Note that Xg cuts the double clock C˜g precisely.
• For all e = {g, g′} ∈ E(G) where g < g′: We define Xe = {pi(Se), p′i(Se), p˜j(Se), p˜′j(Se),
gi,j(S
e)} where i = i(g) and j = i(g′). Since {ϕ(g), ϕ(g′)} ∈ E(H), it holds that (i, j) ∈ I.
Thus, we have that Xe cuts the synchronizer Se precisely.
Accordingly, define X = (
⋃
g∈V (G)X
g) ∪ (⋃e∈E(G)Xe). By the definition of red(H,G, col)
and Observation 3.10, it holds that w(X) = 60|V (G)|+ |E(G)|. We claim that X is a directed
odd cycle transversal of D, which would imply that (D, k, `, w) is a yes-instance of A-DOCT.
To this end, we also define the following sets.
• Rx =
⋃
g∈V (G) V (C˜
g[Xg, x]). Note that
⋃
e∈E(G) V (S
e[Xe, x]) ⊆ Rx.
• Rz =
⋃
g∈V (G) V (C˜
g[Xg, z]). Note that
⋃
e∈E(G) V (S
e[Xe, z]) ⊆ Rz.
• Ry =
⋃
e∈E(G) V (S
e[Xe, y]). Note that
⋃
g∈V (G) V (C˜
g[Xg, y]) ⊆ Ry.
• Rlx =
⋃
e∈E(G) V (S
e[Xe, lx]).
• Rlz =
⋃
e∈E(G) V (S
e[Xe, lz]).
Denote R = {Rx, Rz, Ry, Rlx, Rlz}. Note that the sets in R are pairwise disjoint. By Obser-
vations 3.7 and 3.12, there does not exist a directed odd cycle whose vertex set intersects more
than one set from R. Moreover, by Lemmata 3.10 and 3.13, for every R ∈ R, there exists a
function that is `-consistent for D[R \X]. By Observation 3.8, we deduce that for every R ∈ R,
D[R \X] does not contain a directed odd cycle. We thus derive that X is a directed odd cycle
transversal of D. This concludes the proof of the lemma.
We next prove a strengthened version of the reverse direction, which would be necessary to
derive our inapprixmability result.
Lemma 3.15. Fix  ≥ 0. There exists δ = δ() ≥ 0, where if  > 0 then δ > 0, such that the
following condition holds.
• Given an instance (H,G, col) of PSI, if red(H,G, col) admits a (1 + δ)-approximate so-
lution, then there exists a colorful mapping of a subgraph G′ of G into H such that G′
contains at least (1− )|E(G)| edges.
Proof. Let δ ≤ 1 be determined later. Suppose that (H,G, col) is an instance of PSI such that
red(H,G, col) admits a (1 + δ)-approximate solution X. We need to show that there exists a
subgraph G′ of G with at least (1 − )|E(G)| edges such that there exists a colorful mapping
of G′ into H. Since X is a (1 + δ)-approximate solution, it holds that w(X) ≤ (1 + δ)k =
(1 + δ)(60|V (G)| + |E(G)|). Since δ ≤ 1, it holds that X excludes every vertex of D weight
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2k+1. In particular, X does not contain any vertex that is present in more than one double clock.
Let C? be the set of every double clock whose intersection with X cuts it precisely. Moreover,
let S be the set of every synchronizer such that each of its four hands has been identified with
a hand of a double clock from C?. Moreover, let S? be the set of every synchronizer in S whose
intersection with X cuts it precisely. Denote c? = |C?|, s = |S| and s? = |S?|. Then, by
Lemmata 3.6, 3.7, 3.10 and 3.12, it holds that
w(X) ≥ 60c? + 70(|V (G)| − c?) + 2(s− s?) + s? = 70|V (G)| − 10c? + 2s− s?.
Hence, we have that 70|V (G)| − 10c? + 2s− s? ≤ (1 + δ)(60|V (G)|+ |E(G)|). Thus,
2s+ 70|V (G)| − (1 + δ)(60|V (G)|+ |E(G)|) ≤ 10c? + s?.
Since G is a graph of maximum degree 3, it holds that |E(G)| − s ≤ 3(|V (G)| − c?). That
is, s ≥ |E(G)| − 3(|V (G)| − c?). Then, by the inequality above,
64|V (G)|+ 2|E(G)| − (1 + δ)(60|V (G)|+ |E(G)|) ≤ 4c? + s?.
That is,
(4− 60δ)|V (G)|+ (1− δ)|E(G)| ≤ 4c? + s?.
Since c? ≤ |V (G)|, it holds that s? ≥ (1 − δ)|E(G)| − 60δ|V (G)|. Then, since G does
not contain isolated vertices, |V (G)| ≤ 2|E(G)|. Thus, s? ≥ (1 − 121δ)|E(G)|. Fix δ =
min{/121, 1}. Note that if  > 0 then δ > 0. Overall, it holds that
s? ≥ (1− )|E(G)|.
Define E? = {e ∈ E(G) : Se ∈ S?}, and let V ? be the set of every vertex in V (G) that
is incident in G to at least one edge in E?. Note that |E?| = s?. Hence, to conclude that
the lemma is correct, it is sufficient to show that (H,G?, col) is a yes-instance. That is, we
need to show that there exists an injection ϕ : V (G?) → V (H) such that for every g ∈ V (G?),
col(ϕ(g)) = g, and for every {g, g′} ∈ E?, {ϕ(g), ϕ(g′)} ∈ E(H). To this end, we define an
injection ψ : V (G?) → V (H) as follows. For all g ∈ V (G?), since C˜g ∈ C?, we can define
i(g) ∈ [n] as the index such that the intersection of the approximate solution X with C˜g is
equal to {pi(g), an−i(g)+1, p′i(g), a′n−i(g)+1, t̂i(g)−1,n−i(g), t̂′i(g),n−i(g)+1}. Then, for all g ∈ V (G?),
set ψ(g) = vgi(g), and note that since v
g
i(g) ∈ V g, it holds that col(ψ(g)) = g. Now, consider
some edge e = {g, g′} ∈ E? where g < g′, and denote i = i(g) and j = i(g′). Since {g, g′} ∈ E?,
it holds that the intersection of X with Se cuts Se precisely, and therefore (i, j) ∈ Ie. By
the definition of Ie, we deduce that {vgi , vg
′
j } ∈ E(G), and thus {ψ(g), ψ(g′)} ∈ E(H). This
concludes the proof of the lemma.
As a direct corollary to Lemma 3.15 with  = 0, we have the following result.
Corollary 2. If (H,G, col) is a no-instance of PSI, then (D, k, `, w) is a no-instance of A-
DOCT.
We are now ready to derive the correctness of Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. By Lemma 3.14, Corollary 2 and Observations 3.13 and 3.14, given any in-
stance (H,G, col) of PSI, we can construct in polynomial time an equivalent instance (D, k, `, w)
of A-DOCT such that k ≤ 121|E(G)|. Thus, by Proposition 3.1, A-DOCT is W[1]-hard. More-
over, by Proposition 3.1, unless ETH fails, A-DOCT cannot be solved in time f(k) ·no( klog k ) for
any function f . Hence, by Corollary 1, we conclude that Theorem 1 is correct.
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4 Parameterized Inapproximability
In this section, we prove Theorem 3. For convenience, let us restate the theorem below.
Theorem 3. Assuming the PIH and FPT 6= W[1], there exists  > 0 such that DOCT does not
admit an FPT-approximation algorithm with approximation ratio 1 + .
We first recall basic concepts concerning constraint satisfaction, after which we reduce -
gap-BCSP to the special case of this problem where every variable occurs in at most three
constraints. Then, we turn to conclude the proof of Theorem 3.
4.1 Constraint Satisfaction
Given a set of variables X = {x1, x2, . . . , xk} and a family of pairwise-disjoint domains D =
{D1, D2, . . . , Dk}, a binary constraint is a pair c = ((xi, xj), R) where xi, xj ∈ X, i 6= j, and
R is a binary relation over Di × Dj . An evaluation is a function ψ : X →
⋃D such that for
all xi ∈ X, ψ(xi) ∈ Di. An evaluation ψ is said to satisfy ((xi, xj), R) if (ψ(xi), ψ(xj)) ∈ R.
Moreover, given a set C of binary constraints, an evaluation ψ is said to satisfy C if it satisfies
every constraint c ∈ C. For all i ∈ [k], let Ci ⊆ C denote the subset of constraints where xi
occurs, and let si = |Ci|. We assume w.l.o.g. that for all distinct i, j ∈ [k], |Ci ∩ Cj | ≤ 1, and
that for all i ∈ [k], |Ci| ≥ 1. In other words, for every pair of variables in X, there exists at
most one binary constraint in C where both of these variables occur, and for every variable in
X, there exists at least one binary constraint where it occurs.
The Binary Constraint Satisfaction Problem (BCSP) is defined as follows.
Binary Constraint Satisfaction Problem (BCSP)
Input: A set X = {x1, x2, . . . , xk} of k variables, a family of pairwise-disjoint
domains D = {D1, D2, . . . , Dk}, and a set C of binary constraints.
Question: Does there exist an evaluation that satisfies C?
Recall that the promise problem -gap-BCSP is defined as BCSP where the input instance
is promised to either be satisfiable, or have the property that every evaluation satisfies less than
(1 − ) fraction of the constraints. For a fixed integer d, the -gap-BCSPd is defined as the
special case of -gap-BCSP every variable is present in at most d constraints. Towards the
proof of the hardness of -gap-BCSP3, we first consider -gap-BCSP4. For this proof, we need
to recall the notion of an expander.
Definition 4.1. Given n, d ∈ N and 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1, an (n, d, γ)-expander is an undirected d-regular
graph G on n vertices such that for every set S ⊆ V (G) of size at most 12 |V (G)|, the number of
edges with one endpoint in S and the other endpoint in V (G) \ S is at least γ · d · |S|.
For the sake of brevity, given n1, n2 ∈ N, we refer to any (n, d, γ)-expander where n1 ≤ n ≤ n2
as an ([n1, n2], d, γ)-expander. We would also need to rely on the following result.
Proposition 4.1 ([2]). There exist γ > 0 and ` ∈ N such that for all s ∈ N, an ([s, `s], 3, γ)-
expander can be constructed in polynomial time.
Lemma 4.1. Assuming the PIH, there exists  > 0 such that -gap-BCSP4 is W[1]-hard.
Proof. To prove that the lemma is correct, we present a reduction from -gap-BCSP to δ-gap-
BCSP4 where δ =

4`(1 + 13γ )
. Here, γ and ` are the fixed constants stated in Proposition
4.1. For this purpose, let I = (X,D, C) be an instance of -gap-BCSP. Then, we construct an
instance Î = (X̂, D̂, Ĉ) of δ-gap-BCSP4 as follows. First, for all i ∈ [k], apply Proposition 4.1
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to construct an ([si, `si], 3, γ)-expander Gi (recall that si = |Ci|, the number of constraints where
xi occurs), and denote ni = |V (Gi)|. Now, for all i ∈ [k], define X̂i = {x̂i1, x̂12, . . . , x̂ini}, and
let f i : X̂i → V (Gi) be an arbitrarily chosen bijective function. Accordingly, set X̂ =
⋃k
i=1 X̂
i.
Notice that since |Ci ∩Cj | ≤ 1 for all distinct i, j ∈ [k], we have that |C| ≤ k2. Moreover, since
the constraints are binary, we have that
k∑
i=1
si = 2|C|. Therefore, |X̂| =
k∑
i=1
ni ≤ `
k∑
i=1
si =
2`|C| ≤ 2`k2. That is, the number of variables in the new instance is bounded by a function of
k.
We proceed to define D̂ by letting the domain of every x̂ij , where i ∈ [k] and j ∈ [ni] be
D̂ij = {d̂ij : d ∈ Di}. Finally, let us define Ĉ as follows. For all i ∈ [k], let gi : Ci → Xi
be an arbitrarily chosen injective function. Then, for all c = ((xi, xj), R) ∈ C, denote ĉ =
((xip, x
j
q), R̂ = {(d̂ip, d̂′
j
q) : (d, d
′) ∈ R}) where xip = gi(xi) and xjq = gj(xj). Define C? = {ĉ :
c ∈ C}. We how define a set of equality constraints on the set of ‘copies’ of each variable.
Define C= = {((xip, xiq), {(dip, diq) : d ∈ Di}) : i ∈ [k], p, q ∈ [ni], (p, q) ∈ E(Gi)}. Finally, set
Ĉ = C? ∪ C=. Since for all i ∈ [k], the graph Gi is 3-regular, we have that every variable in
X̂i occurs in at most three constraints in C=. Moreover, since for all i ∈ [k] the function gi is
injective, we have that every variable in X̂i occurs in at most one constraint in C?. Thus, every
variable in X̂ occurs in at most four constraints in total. Thus, since every constraint is binary,
we also have that |Ĉ| ≤ 2|X̂|. Since we have already shown that |X̂| ≤ 2`|C|, we derive that
|Ĉ| ≤ 4`|C|.
To prove that the reduction is correct, we argue that if I is satisfiable (admits an evaluation
satisfying all constraints) then so is Î and conversely, if Î admits an evaluation that satisfies
at least (1 − δ)|Ĉ| constraints, then I admits an evaluation that satisfies at least (1 − )|C|
constraints.
Suppose that I admits an evaluation ψ that satisfies all of the constraints. Then, we have
that Î also admits an evaluation ψ̂ that satisfies all of the constraints. Indeed, we simply define
ψ̂ by setting ψ̂(xij) = d
i
j , where d = ψ(xi), for all i ∈ [k] and j ∈ [ni].
Next, suppose that Î admits an evaluation ψ̂ that satisfies at least (1 − δ)|Ĉ| constraints.
We define an evaluation ψ for I as follows. For all i ∈ [k] and d ∈ Di, define Xi(d) = {xij ∈ Xi :
ψ̂(xij) = d
i
j}. Now, for all i ∈ [k], let d˜i be a value in Di that among all values in Di, maximizes
|Xi(d)| (if there is more than one choice, choose one arbitrarily). Moreover, for all i ∈ [k],
denote Y i = Xi \ Xi(d˜i). Then, for all i ∈ [k], we set ψ(xi) = d˜i. We claim that ψ satisfies
at least (1− )|C| of the constraints in C. To show this, we first note that all ĉ = ((xip, xiq), R)
such that either both ψ̂(xip) = d˜
i and ψ̂(xiq) 6= d˜i or both ψ̂(xip) 6= d˜i and ψ̂(xiq) = d˜i, a unique
constraint in C= is violated by ψ̂. Since for all i ∈ [k], Gi is an ([si, `si], 3, γ)-expander, we
derive that at least
k∑
i=1
γ · 3 · |Y i| = 3γ
k∑
i=1
|Y i| constraints in C= are violated by ψ̂. Thus,
3γ
k∑
i=1
|Yi| < δ|Ĉ|, which implies that
k∑
i=1
|Yi| ≤ δ
3γ
|Ĉ|. Let us now denote by CY the set of all
constraints c = ((xi, xj), R) ∈ C such that gi(c) ∈ Y i or gj(c) ∈ Yj . Then, since for all i ∈ [k],
gi is an injective function, we have that |CY | ≤
k∑
i=1
|Yi|, and thus we derive that |CY | ≤ δ
3γ
|Ĉ|.
Notice that for all c ∈ C \CY that is violated by ψ, there is a unique constraint in C? that is also
violated by ψ̂. Thus, the number of constraints in C \CY that are violated by ψ is smaller than
δ|Ĉ|. Overall, we conclude that ψ violates less than δ|Ĉ|+|CY | ≤ (1 + 1
3γ
)δ|Ĉ| ≤ 4`(1 + 1
3γ
)δ|C|
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constraints in C. Since δ =

4`(1 + 13γ )
, we conclude that ψ violates less than |C| constraints
in C. This concludes the proof of the lemma.
We now turn to prove the hardness of -gap-BCSP3.
Lemma 4.2. Assuming the PIH, there exists  > 0 such that -gap-BCSP3 is W[1]-hard.
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, we have that there exists  > 0 such that -gap-BCSP4 is W[1]-hard. To
prove that the lemma is correct, we present a reduction from -gap-BCSP4 to δ-gap-BCSP3
where δ = /15. For this purpose, let I = (X,D, C) be an instance of -gap-BCSP4. Then,
we construct an instance Î = (X̂, D̂, Ĉ) of δ-gap-BCSP3 as follows. First, define X̂ = X ∪X ′
where X ′ = {x′1, x′2, . . . , x′k}. Hence, |X̂| ≤ 2k. Now, let us define D̂. For all i ∈ [k], the domain
of xi is defined as Di ∈ D, and the domain of x′i is defined as D′i = {d′ : d ∈ Di}. Now, for
all i ∈ [k], let (Ai, Bi) be a partition of Ci such that |Ai|, |Bi| ≤ 2. Note that the existence
of such a partition follows from the fact that |Ci| ≤ 4. Then, for all c = ((xi, xj), R) ∈ C,
denote ĉ = ((xi, xj), R) if ((xi, xj), R) ∈ Ai ∩ Aj , ĉ = ((xi, x′j), R′ = {(p, q′) : (p, q) ∈ R}) if
((xi, xj), R) ∈ Ai ∩ Bj , ĉ = ((x′i, xj), R′ = {(p′, q) : (p, q) ∈ R}) if ((xi, xj), R) ∈ Bi ∩ Aj and
ĉ = ((x′i, x
′
j), R
′ = {(p′, q′) : (p, q) ∈ R}) otherwise. Define C? = {ĉ : c ∈ C}. We now define a
set of equality constraints on each pair of copies of the variables. Define C= = {((xi, x′i), {(d, d′) :
d ∈ Di}) : i ∈ [k]}. Finally, set Ĉ = C? ∪ C=. Clearly, every variable in X̂ occurs in at most
three constraints in Ĉ, and the construction can be performed in polynomial time.
To prove that the reduction is correct, we argue that if I is satisfiable then so is Î and
conversely, if Î admits an evaluation that satisfies at least (1− δ)|Ĉ| constraints, then I admits
an evaluation that satisfies at least (1− )|C| constraints.
Suppose that I admits an evaluation ψ that satisfies all of the constraints. Then, we have
that Î also admits an evaluation ψ̂ that satisfies all of the constraints. Indeed, we simply define
ψ̂ by setting ψ̂(xi) = ψ(xi) and ψ̂(x
′
i) = ψ(xi)
′ for all i ∈ [k].
Next, suppose that Î admits an evaluation ψ̂ that satisfies at least (1−δ)|Ĉ| constraints. We
define an evaluation ψ for I as follows. For all i ∈ [k], we set ψ(xi) = ψ̂(xi). We claim that ψ
satisfies at least (1−)|C| of the constraints in C. To show this, we denote Y = {xi ∈ X : ψ̂(xi) 6=
ψ̂(x′i)}. Since ψ̂ violates less than δ|Ĉ| constraints, we have that |Y | < δ|Ĉ|. Let CY denote the
subset of constraints of C where at least one variable of Y occurs. Note that since every variable
in X occurs in at most four constraints in C, we have that |CY | ≤ 4|Y | ≤ 4δ|Ĉ|. Moreover, note
that for every constraint ĉ ∈ C? \CY that is satisfied by ψ̂ is also satisfied by ψ. Since ψ̂ violates
less than δ|Ĉ| constraints in total, we have that ψ̂ also violates less than δ|Ĉ| constraints from
C? \CY . Thus, we have that ψ violates less than 5δ|Ĉ| constraints from C. Since every variable
occurs in at least one constraint, we have that |Ĉ| = |C?|+ |C=| = |C|+ |X| ≤ 3|C|. We thus
conclude that violates less than 15δ|C| = |C| constraints from C. This concludes the proof of
the lemma.
4.2 Proof of Theorem 3
We now translate Hypothesis 1 in terms of PSI. For this purpose, we define the promise problem
-gap-PSI as PSI where the input instance is promised to either be a yes-instance, or have the
property that for every subgraph G′ of G with at least (1− )|E(G)| edges, there does not exist
a colorful mapping of G′ into H. It is straightforward to see that if -gap-BCSP is W[1]-hard,
then -gap-PSI is W[1]-hard as well. For the sake of completeness, we present the reduction.
Lemma 4.3. Assuming the PIH and FPT 6= W[1], there exists  > 0 such that -gap-PSI is
W[1]-hard.
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Sketch. Let (X,D, C) be an instance of -gap-BCSP3. Then, we construct (in polynomial time)
an instance (H,G, col) of PSI as follows. First, we set V (G) = X and E(G) = {{x, x′} : there
exists R such that ((x, x′), R) ∈ C}. Second, we set V (H) = ⋃D, and we let E(H) contain
every edge {d, d′} for which there exist i 6= j and R such that d ∈ Di, d′ ∈ Dj , ((xi, xj), R) ∈ C
and (d, d′) ∈ R. Finally, for all i ∈ [k] and d ∈ Di, we set col(d) = xi. Notice that for all
0 ≤ α ≤ 1, there exists C ′ ⊆ C of size at least α|C| such that there exists an evaluation
satisfying C ′ if and only if there exists a subgraph G′ of G with at least α|E(G)| edges such
that there exists a colorful mapping of G′ into H. Hence, by Lemma 4.2, we conclude that the
lemma is correct.
We remark that it is also straightforward to see that if -gap-PSI is W[1]-hard, then -gap-
BCSP3 is W[1]-hard, and hence -gap-BCSP is W[1]-hard as well.
Finally, we ready to prove the correctness of Theorem 3.
Proof of Theorem 3. Suppose that there exists  > 0 for which there does not exist an FPT
algorithm for -gap-PSI. Let δ = δ() be defined according to Lemma 3.15. We claim that
A-DOCT does not admit a (1 + δ)-approximation algorithm that runs in time f(k) · nO(1) for
any function f . By Lemma 4.3 and Corollary 1, we would thus conclude the correctness of
Theorem 3. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that our claim is false. Then, let B be a (1 + δ)-
approximation algorithm for A-DOCT that runs in time f(k) · nO(1) for some function f . We
define an algorithm, Algorithm A as follows. Given an instance (H,G, col) of PSI, it constructs
the instance (D, k, `, w) of A-DOCT as described in Section 3.5, and calls Algorithm B with
(D, k, `, w) as input. Then, if B outputs No, then A outputs No, and otherwise A outputs Yes.
By Observations 3.13 and 3.14, Algorithm A runs in time f(|E(H)|) · |I|O(1) where |I| is the
size of the input instance. On the one hand, by Lemma 3.14, if Algorithm A is given as input a
yes-instance of PSI, then it constructs a yes-instance of A-DOCT. Next, since B is a (1 + δ)-
approximation algorithm for A-DOCT, Algorithm A outputs Yes. On the other hand, suppose
that Algorithm A is given as input an instance (H,G, col) of PSI for which there does not exist
a subgraph G′ of G with at least (1− )|E(G)| edges such that there exists a colorful mapping
of G′ into H. By Lemma 3.15, Algorithm A constructs an instance (D, k, `, w) of A-DOCT
which does not admit a (1 + δ)-approximate solution. Then, since B is a (1 + δ)-approximation
algorithm for A-DOCT, Algorithm A outputs No. We have thus reached a contradiction to
the choice of . This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.
5 Parameterized Approximation
We are now ready to begin the section on the parameterized approximation algorithm for
DOCT. We will in fact prove a more general result by giving a parameterized approxima-
tion algorithm for a covering problem on labeled digraphs which generalizes both DOCT and
the Node Unique Label Cover problem [7]. Before we formally define labeled digraphs, we
need the following notation.
For ` ∈ N, S` denotes the symmetric group, which is the set of all permutations of the set
[`]. For σ1, σ2 ∈ S`, we denote by σ1 ◦ σ2 the permutation obtained by composing σ1 and σ2 as
follows. For every i ∈ [`], σ1 ◦ σ2(i) = σ2(σ2(i)). Finally, unless otherwise specified, all paths
and walks we refer to in this section are directed.
Let D be a digraph with possible self-loops. A cycle cover of D is a set {C1, . . . , Cr} of vertex-
disjoint cycles such that every vertex is part of some cycle. That is, V (D) =
⋃
i∈[r] V (Ci). We
point out that cycles of length 1 which correspond to self-loops are allowed to be part of a cycle
cover. It is easy to see that the cycle covers of V (D) are in one-to-one correspondence with the
permutations of V (D).
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Definition 5.1. Let D be a digraph and σ : A(D)→ S` be an assignment of permutations of [`]
to the arcs of D. We call the pair (D,σ) a labeled digraph. When σ is clear from the context,
we just use D to denote the labeled digraph (D,σ). For a set Z ⊆ V (D), we denote by σ|Z , the
restriction of σ to arcs with both endpoints in Z. For a directed walk P = v1, . . . , vr in D, we
denote by σ(P ) the composed permutation σ((v1, v2)) ◦ · · · ◦ σ((vr−1, vr)).
In all labeled digraphs we work with in this section, there are no duplicate arcs. That is,
there is no pair a, a′ = (u, v) ∈ A(D) such that σ(a) = σ(a′). However, we may have multiple
arcs from u to v labeled with distinct elements of S`. We are now ready to define our main
combinatorial structure which, as we will show, generalizes odd cycles in directed graphs.
Definition 5.2. Let (D,σ) be a labeled digraph. Let H be a strongly connected subgraph of D
and let v ∈ V (H). We say that H is a v-colorful walk if for every i ∈ [`], H contains a closed
v-walk W such that σ(W )(i) 6= i.
Definition 5.3. Let (D,σ) be a labeled digraph and H be a strongly connected subgraph of D.
We say that H is a colorful walk if it is a v-colorful walk for every v ∈ V (H). A set S ⊆ V (D)
intersecting every colorful walk contained in D is called a colorful walk cover of D. The explicit
reference to D is ignored when D is clear from the context.
Before we proceed, we provide a short proof of the fact that colorful walks generalize odd
cycles and odd closed walks in digraphs. Let ` = 2 and let pi denote the permutation (1 2).
That is, pi(1) = 2 and pi(2) = 1. Furthermore, suppose that for a digraph D, we assign σ(a) = pi
for every a ∈ A(D). Then, observe that D has a colorful walk if and only if it has an odd closed
walk. Therefore, colorful walks generalize odd closed walks and since a directed graph has an
odd cycle if and only if it has an odd closed walk, the following problem is a generalization of
DOCT.
Colorful Walk Cover Parameter: k, `.
Input: A digraph D, function σ : A(D)→ S`, and integer k.
Question: Does D have a colorful walk cover of size at most k?
Due to Theorem 1 and the fact that DOCT is a special case of Colorful Walk Cover
when ` = 2, we get the following corollary.
Corollary 3. The Colorful Walk Cover problem is W[1]-hard even for ` = 2. Further-
more, assuming the ETH there is no algorithm for Colorful Walk Cover with running time
f(k, `)no(k/ log k)·g(`) for any functions f and g.
We now complement this negative result with a positive approximation result. Recall that
due to [23], we know that there is no constant factor approximation for the optimization version
of DOCT and hence for Colorful Walk Cover assuming the Unique Games Conjecture.
However, we show that if allowed FPT time, then the optimization version of even Colorful
Walk Cover can be approximated up to a constant factor. Recall that an algorithm for the
optimization version of Colorful Walk Cover is an α-approximation algorithm if it always
outputs either a colorful walk cover of size at most α · k or No, where if the input instance is a
yes-instance, then the algorithm cannot output No. We now state this result formally.
Theorem 4. Colorful Walk Cover admits an `O(k+`)2O(k2)nO(1) time FPT-approximation
algorithm with approximation ratio 2.
We obtain our 2-approximation algorithm (Theorem 2) for the optimization version of
DOCT as a consequence of this result. The rest of this section is therefore dedicated to proving
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Theorem 4. The crux of our approximation algorithm is an FPT algorithm (see Lemma 5.1) for
the following variant of the Colorful Walk Cover problem.
Restricted Colorful Walk Cover (Restricted CWC) Parameter: k, `.
Input: A digraphD, function σ : A(D)→ S`, integer k and a colorful walk coverW ⊆ V (D)
of size at most 2k + 1 such that D[W ] is strongly connected.
Question: Does there exist a colorful walk cover of size at most k which is disjoint from
W?
Lemma 5.1. Restricted CWC has an algorithm running in time `O(k+`)2O(k2)nO(1).
Note that for an instance (D,σ, k,W ) of Restricted Colorful Walk Cover, we refer
to a set S which is a colorful walk cover of size at most k and disjoint from W , as a solution for
this instance. The rest of the section is organized as follows. In the first subsection, we recall the
notions of shadows and shadow covering and describe the relation between the Colored Walk
Cover problem and the well-studied Node Unique Label Cover (Node ULC) problem.
This relation will play an important role in our algorithm for Restricted Colorful Walk
Cover. The second subsection is dedicated to a problem-specific shadow removal subroutine
and the full proof of Lemma 5.1. In the final subsection, we prove Theorem 4 using Lemma 5.1.
5.1 Shadow Covering and Connections to Node Unique Label Cover
We begin with the following lemma which shows that any subgraph which is a colorful walk
with respect to some vertex in it is in fact a colorful walk with respect to every vertex in it.
Lemma 5.2. Let (D,σ) be a labeled digraph and H be a strongly connected subgraph of D.
Then, H is a colorful walk if and only if it is a v-colorful walk for some v ∈ V (H).
Proof. The forward direction is trivial and hence we now argue the converse direction. That is,
suppose that H is a v-colorful walk for some v ∈ V (H). Let u ∈ V (H) be a vertex distinct from
v and i ∈ [`]. In order to prove the lemma, it suffices to demonstrate the presence of a closed
u-walk Q in H such that σ(Q)(i) 6= i.
Let P1 and P2 be arbitrary u-v and v-u paths in D respectively. Let i
′ = σ(P1)(i) and let
W be an arbitrary v-walk in H such that σ(W )(i′) 6= i′. Since H is a v-colorful walk, W exists.
Now, consider the two closed u-walks W1 = P1 + P2 and W2 = P1 + W + P2 which are both
contained in H. Observe that σ(W1)(i) and σ(W2)(i) are distinct and at least one of these is
distinct from i. This completes the proof of the lemma.
We now define an auxiliary digraph which is the natural directed version of a graph first
defined by Loksthanov et al. [30]. We then argue that it is possible to test in polynomial time
whether for a given labeled digraph (D,σ), vertices u, v ∈ V (D) and α, β ∈ [`], D has a u-v walk
which ‘maps’ α to β. This subroutine will be used in several places in our algorithm, including
in the step where we test whether the input has a colorful walk.
Definition 5.4. With every labeled digraph (D,σ), we associate an auxiliary digraph HD,σ (we
ignore the reference to σ when clear from the context) which is defined as follows. The vertex
set of HD is {vi|v ∈ V (D), i ∈ [`]}. The arc set of HD is defined as follows. For every arc
a = (u, v) and for every i ∈ [`], we have an arc (ui, vσ(a)(i)). That is, we add an arc from ui to
vj where j is the image of i under the permutation σ(a).
Lemma 5.3. Let (D,σ) be a labeled digraph and let u and v be (not necessarily distinct) vertices
in V (D). For every i, j ∈ [`], there is a u-v walk W in D such that σ(W )(i) = j if and only if
there is a ui-vj path P in the digraph HD.
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Proof. The lemma follows by a straightforward induction on the length of the walk W in the
forward direction and that of the path P in the converse direction.
Due to the above lemma, it is easy to verify whether a digraph D has a colorful walk.
Observation 5.1. There is a polynomial time algorithm that, given a labeled digraph (D,σ),
decides whether D has a colorful walk.
Definition 5.5. Let (D,σ) be a labeled digraph. We define by Doubling(D) the labeled digraph
(D′, σ′) obtained as follows. Initially, D′ = D and σ′ = σ. Then, for every a = (u, v) ∈ A(D),
we add an arc a′ ∈ (v, u) ∈ A(D′) and set σ′(a′) = (σ(a))−1. Finally, we remove duplicate arcs
as follows. As long as there are arcs a, a′ = (u, v) ∈ A(D′) such that a ∈ A(D), a′ ∈ A(D′)\A(D)
and σ′(a) = σ′(a′), we remove the arc a′.
Observe that it is possible that Doubling(D) = (D,σ). In fact such graphs will be of special
interest to us. The following lemma generalizes Proposition 2.1.
Lemma 5.4. Let (D,σ) be a labeled digraph, where D is strongly connected. Then, D has a
colorful walk if and only if Doubling(D) has a colorful walk.
Proof. Since Doubling(D) is a supergraph of D, it follows that if D has a colorful walk then so
does Doubling(D). We now argue the converse. Let (D′, σ′) = Doubling(D) and suppose that
D′ has a colorful walk. Let v be an arbitrary vertex in this subgraph. We now argue that D has
a colorful walk as well. More specifically, we argue that D has a v-colorful walk. By Lemma
5.3, it is sufficient to show that for every i ∈ [`], there is a j 6= i such that HD has a vi-vj path.
On the other hand, Lemma 5.3 also implies that for every α ∈ [`], there is a β 6= α such that
HD′ has a vα-vβ path. Therefore, we fix α ∈ [`] and let P be a vα-vβ path in HD′ where β 6= α.
Our objective now is to demonstrate the existence of a λ 6= α and a vα-vλ path in HD.
Let x ∈ V (D′) and γ ∈ [`] be such that xγ is the last vertex in the traversal of P from vα
towards vβ with the property that HD also has a vα-xγ path P1. If x = v and γ 6= α then we are
already done. Hence, we assume that this is not the case. More specifically, xγ 6= vβ. However,
observe that it could be the case that xγ is vα itself.
Let yδ be the vertex that appears immediately after xγ in the traversal of P starting from
vα. Due to our choice of xγ it must be the case that (yδ, xγ) ∈ A(HD) and there is no xγ-yδ
path in HD. However, since D is strongly connected, it follows that there is a δ
′ ∈ [`] such that
HD has a vα-yδ′ path, where δ
′ 6= δ. Finally, from the existence of the arc (yδ, xγ) in HD, we
infer the existence of an arc (yδ′ , xρ), where ρ 6= γ. We have thus obtained a vα-xγ path and a
vα-xρ path in HD, where γ 6= ρ.
Since D is strongly connected, there is an x-v path P2 in D. Clearly, either σ(P2)(γ) 6= α or
σ(P2)(ρ) 6= α. We assume without loss of generality that it is the former and denote σ(P2)(γ)
by λ. As a result, we obtain an xγ-vλ path in HD. Since we already have a vα-xγ path in HD,
we conclude that there is a vα-vλ path in HD. This completes the proof of the lemma.
The Node Unique Label Cover problem (Node ULC) which was introduced in the
parameterized complexity setting by Chitnis et al. [7], is a special case of the Colorful Walk
Cover problem where the input digraph D has the property that Doubling(D) = D. There
are several FPT algorithms for Node Unique Label Cover parameterized by ` and k, with
varying dependencies on the two parameters [7, 21, 30]. While any of these algorithms serve our
purpose, we chose to use the algorithm of Iwata et al. which has the best dependence on the
parameters albeit at the cost of a larger (but still polynomial) dependence on input size when
compared to the other two.
Proposition 5.1. [21] Node Unique Label Cover can be solved in time O(`2knO(1)).
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It is straightforward to see that in an instance (D,σ, k) of Node ULC, we can forbid any
set of vertices to be part of the solution by simply making k + 1 copies of it. That is, for a
vertex v, we add new vertices v1, . . . , vk and for every i ∈ [k] and (v, u) ∈ A(D) we add an arc
(vi, u) and set σ((vi, u)) = σ((v, u)). This ensures that any inclusion-wise minimal set of size at
most k that covers all colorful walks in the resulting digraph must be disjoint from v, v1, . . . , vk.
We will require this operation in the proof of Lemma 5.1 where the algorithm of Proposition
5.1 will be used as a subroutine. Hence, we reformulate this proposition as follows.
Lemma 5.5. There is an algorithm that, given an instance (D,σ, k) of Node Unique Label
Cover and a set W ⊆ V (D), runs in time O(`2knO(1)) and either returns a solution disjoint
from W or correctly concludes that no such solution exists.
We now recall the notion of shadows from [9].
Definition 5.6. [9] Let D be a digraph and T be a set of terminals. Let X ⊆ V (G) be a subset
of vertices.
• The forward shadow fD,T (X) of X (with respect to T ) is the set of vertices v such that X
is a T -{v} separator in D.
• The reverse shadow rG,T (X) of X (with respect to T ) is the set of vertices v such that X
is a {v}-T separator in D.
The shadow of X (with respect to T ) is the union of fG,T (X) and rG,T (X).
The notions of shadows and ‘shadowless solutions’ have proved to be a key component of
several FPT algorithms for cut-problems [9, 10, 28, 25].
Definition 5.7. Let I = (D,σ, k,W ) be an instance of Restricted Colorful Walk Cover
and let S be a solution for this instance. If the shadow of S with respect to W is empty, then
we say that S is a shadowless solution.
Combining the notion of shadowless solutions with Lemma 5.4, we make the following crucial
observation which implies that if the shadow of a solution S with respect to W is empty, then
the set S is a colorful walk cover even for the labeled digraph Doubling(D).
Observation 5.2. Let (D,σ, k,W ) be an instance of Restricted Colorful Walk Cover
and S be a solution for this instance. Let C be the unique strongly connected component of
D − S containing W . Then, Doubling(C) does not have a colorful walk.
Because of Lemma 5.4, Proposition 5.1 and Observation 5.2, our objective from now on is
to transform a given instance I of Restricted Colorful Walk Cover into an instance I ′
such that if I is a yes-instance then I ′ has a shadowless solution and is a no-instance otherwise.
This transformation has two steps – (a) the shadow covering step and (b) the shadow removal
step. For the shadow covering step, we will use a result of Chitnis et al. [9]. Building on the
work of Marx and Razgon [35] and Chitnis et al. [10], they gave a generic method to compute
a set which ‘covers’ the shadow of a solution when dealing with cut-problems satisfying certain
properties. In order to make this statement precise and describe how it applies in our setting,
we begin with the following definition.
Definition 5.8. [9] Let D be a digraph and let F = {F1, . . . , Fq} be a set of subgraphs of D.
An F-transversal is a set of vertices of D that intersects every F ∈ F . For a set T ⊆ V (G), we
say that F is T -connected if, for every i ∈ [q], each vertex of Fi can reach some vertex of T by
a walk completely contained in Fi and is reachable from some vertex of T by a walk completely
contained in Fi.
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The notion of T -connectivity of a family F is relevant to us because in an instance (D,σ, k,W )
of Restricted Colorful Walk Cover the set of all colorful walks is clearly W -connected.
This is a consequence of the fact that W intersects all colorful walks in D and each colorful walk
itself is a strongly connected subgraph of D. As a result, we can utilise the following shadow
covering lemma of Chitnis et al.
Proposition 5.2. (Theorem 3.6 [9]) Let D be a digraph and let T ⊆ V (D). Given T and D,
we can construct a set {Z1, . . . , Zt} with t = 2O(k2) log2 n in time 2O(k2)nO(1) such that, for any
set F of T -connected subgraphs, if there exists an F-transversal of size at most k, then there is
an F-transversal X of size at most k such that for at least one i ∈ [t], we have
• X ∩ Zi = ∅, and
• Zi covers the shadow of X with respect to T .
We use the fact that the set of colorful walks in an instance of Restricted Colorful
Walk Cover is W -connected to reformulate Proposition 5.2 as follows, so that it is easier to
invoke in our context.
Lemma 5.6. Let I = (D,σ, k,W ) be an instance of Restricted Colorful Walk Cover.
Given I, we can construct a set {Z1, . . . , Zt} with t = 2O(k2) log2 n in time 2O(k2)nO(1) such that
if I is a yes-instance, then there is a colorful walk cover S of size at most k such that for at
least one i ∈ [t], we have
• S ∩ Zi = ∅, and
• Zi covers the shadow of S with respect to W .
A set Zi with these two properties is called a shadow cover for S with respect to W .
5.2 Shadow-removal and FPT Algorithm for Restricted Colorful Walk
Cover
We now proceed to the shadow-removal step. This is the more problem-specific part of the
approach from [9]. In this step, our objective is to remove the vertices in a shadow cover for a
solution S in such a way that S becomes a shadowless solution for the resulting instance and we
do not create new, smaller solutions for this instance. In order to achieve this, we need to define
an appropriate analogue of the torso operation [9]. However, before we define this operation, we
prove the following lemma which gives a subroutine required in the definition of this operation.
Lemma 5.7. Let (D,σ) be a labeled digraph and let Z ⊆ V (D). There is an algorithm that,
given (D,σ), Z and a pair of (not necessarily distinct) vertices u, v /∈ Z, runs in time O(``) +
nO(1) and computes a set X = {pi1, . . . , pir} of permutations of [`] such that for every α, β ∈ [`],
there is a u-v walk P with all internal vertices in Z such that σ(P )(α) = β if and only if there
is a permutation pi ∈ X such that pi(α) = β.
Proof. We first construct the subgraph D′ = D[{u, v} ∪ Z] with σ′ being the restriction of σ
to the arcs in D′. We then construct the digraph HD′,σ′ . In order to define X , we will now
construct another auxiliary digraph Q with vertex set [`] from which we will then extract the
set X .
For every i, j ∈ [`] we test whether there is a ui-vj path in HD′ with all internal vertices in
Z = ⋃v∈Z{v1, . . . , v`}, and if such a path exists, then we add the arc (i, j). This completes the
construction of Q. Observe that Q may contain self-loops. Before we define X , we prove the
following property of Q. Recall that a cycle cover of a digraph is a set of vertex-disjoint cycles
such that every vertex is part of some cycle.
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Claim 5.1. Every arc a ∈ A(Q) is part of a cycle cover in Q.
Proof. Let a = (α, β) ∈ A(Q). By the definition of Q, it must be the case that there is a
uα-vβ path in HD′,σ′ with all internal vertices in Z, which in turn implies the presence of a
u-v walk P in D such that all internal vertices of P lie in Z and σ(P )(α) = β. Therefore the
permutation σ(P ) contains a cycle of the form (. . . α β . . . ). As a result, the cycle cover of Q
which corresponds to σ(P ) contains the arc a. This completes the proof of the claim.
We are now ready to define X . For every arc a = (α, β) ∈ A(Q), we pick an arbitrary
cycle cover in Q containing a and call it Ca. By the claim above, we know that such a cycle
cover exists. For every such cycle cover Ca, we define the permutation pia as the corresponding
permutation of [`]. Finally, we define X = {pia|a ∈ A(Q)}. This completes the construction of
X and we now argue that it satisfies the required properties.
By Lemma 5.3, we know that for every i, j ∈ [`], there is a u-v walk P such that σ(P )(i) = j
if and only if there is a ui-vj path P
′ in HD′ . Furthermore, it is easy to see that P has all
internal vertices in Z if and only if P ′ has all internal vertices in Z. Now, suppose that for
some α, β ∈ [`], there is a u-v walk P with all internal vertices in Z such that σ(P )(α) = β.
Then, there is a uα-vβ path in HD′ with all internal vertices in
⋃
v∈Z{v1, . . . , v`}, which, by the
construction of the digraph Q implies that (α, β) ∈ A(Q) and hence there is a cycle in Q which
contains the arc (α, β). Due to Claim 5.1, we conclude that there is a permutation pi ∈ X such
that pi(α) = β. This completes the argument in the forward direction. The converse direction
follows by retracing the above argument. Note that the required time is the time required to
compute Q plus the time required to compute the cycle covers for the arcs in Q. The first part
takes polynomial time and the second can be achieved by simply enumerating all cycle covers
of Q. Since |Q| = `, the second step only requires time O(``), hence completing the proof of
the lemma.
We are now ready to define the labeled-torso operation.
Definition 5.9. Let (D,σ) be a labeled digraph, Z ⊆ V (D) and for every ordered pair (u, v) ∈
(V (D)\Z)2, let Xuv be the set of permutations returned by the algorithm of Lemma 5.7 on input
(D,σ), Z, and the pair u, v. We let H denote the set {Xuv|(u, v) ∈ (V (D) \ Z)2}. We denote
by labeled-torso(D,Z,H) the labeled digraph (D′, σ′) obtained from D as follows.
• Set D′ = D,σ′ = σ.
• Delete the set Z.
• For every ordered pair (u, v) in (V (D) \ Z)2, add q = |Xuv| arcs auv1 , . . . , auvq = (u, v) and
for each j ∈ [q], set σ′(auvj ) = piq where Xuv = {pi1, . . . , piq}.
Having defined the labeled-torso operation we proceed to show that it preserves all colorful
walks.
Lemma 5.8. Let (D,σ), Z,H be as in Definition 5.9 and let (D′, σ′) = labeled-torso(D,Z,H).
Then, the following statements hold.
• For every (not necessarily distinct) u, v ∈ V (D) \ Z and α, β ∈ [`], if there is a u-v walk
P in D such that σ(P )(α) = β then there is a u-v walk P ′ in D′ such that σ′(P ′)(α) = β
and V (P ′) = V (P ) \ Z.
• For every (not necessarily distinct) u, v ∈ V (D′) and α, β ∈ [`], if there is a u-v walk P ′
in D′ such that σ′(P ′)(α) = β then there is a u-v walk P in D such that σ(P )(α) = β and
V (P ) ⊆ V (P ′) ∪ Z.
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Proof. For the first statement, let u, v ∈ V (D)\Z and α, β ∈ [`] be such that there is a directed
u-v walk P = z1, . . . , zt in D with σ(P )(α) = β. If P is also present in D
′, then we are done.
Suppose that this is not the case and let zi1 and zi2 be a pair of consecutive vertices in P which
are not in Z such that i1 < i2 and if i1 + 1 < i2, then the vertices zi1+1, . . . , zi2−1 are all in Z.
Let Q1 = P [u, zi1 ], Q2 = P [zi1 , zi2 ] and Q3 = P [zi2 , v] be three subwalks of P . Let x = zi1 ,
y = zi2 and furthermore, suppose that γ, δ ∈ [`] are such that σ(Q1)(α) = γ, σ(Q2)(γ) = δ and
σ(Q3)(δ) = β.
Observe that Q2 is a walk with all internal vertices in Z. Then, by Lemma 5.7, there is a
permutation pi ∈ Xxy such that pi(γ) = δ and by the definition of labeled-torso, there is an arc
a = (x, y) in D′ such that σ′(a)(γ) = δ. Therefore, we replace the subwalk Q2 with this arc a
and we do this for every such consecutive pair of vertices in P which are not in Z but all vertices
in between them are in Z. The walk resulting from performing this replacement for every such
pair is a u-v walk P ′ in D′ such that σ′(P ′)(α) = β and V (P ′) = V (P ) \Z. This completes the
argument for the first statement.
For the second statement, let P ′ be a directed u-v walk in D′ such that σ′(P ′)(α) = β. If P ′
is also in D, then we are done. Suppose that this is not the case and let (x, y) ∈ A(D′) \A(D)
be an arc in P ′. Let Q1 = P ′[u, x], Q2 = P ′[x, y], Q3 = [y, v] be three subwalks of P ′, where
Q2 is in fact the arc (x, y) which by our assumption is not in D. Furthermore, as earlier, let
γ, δ ∈ [`] be such that σ(Q1)(α) = γ, σ(Q2)(γ) = δ and σ(Q3)(δ) = β.
By the definition of labeled-torso it must be the case that there is a permutation pi ∈ Xxy
such that pi(γ) = δ. Furthermore, by Lemma 5.7, we know that this can happen only when
there is an x-y walk Q′2 in D such that σ(Q′2)(γ) = δ and all internal vertices of Q′2 lie in Z.
Therefore, we replace the arc (x, y) with the x-y walk Q′2 which is contained in D and we do
this for every arc in P ′ which is not in A(D). The result is clearly a u-v walk P in D such that
σ(P )(α) = β and V (P ) ⊆ V (P ′) ∪ Z. This completes the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 5.9. Let I = (D,σ, k,W ) be an instance of Restricted Colorful Walk Cover
and let Z ⊆ V (D) \W be such that if I is a yes-instance, then it has a solution S for which
Z is a shadow-cover. There is an algorithm that, given I and Z runs in time O(``nO(1)) and
returns an instance I ′ = (D′, σ′,W, k) such that if I is a no-instance, then I ′ is a no-instance
and if I is a yes-instance then I ′ is a yes-instance with a shadowless solution.
Proof. LetH be the family of sets from Definition 5.9. SinceH can be computed by invoking the
algorithm of Lemma 5.7 for every pair of vertices in V (D) \Z , it follows that the time required
to compute H is O(``nO(1)). Let (D′, σ′) = labeled-torso(D,Z,H) and I ′ = (D′, σ′, k,W ). We
now argue that I ′ satisfies the required properties.
We first argue that if I is a no-instance then I ′ is a no-instance. In order to do so, we argue
that any colorful walk cover of D′ is also a colorful walk cover of D. Suppose that this is not the
case and let S be a colorful walk cover of D′ which is not a colorful walk cover of D. Then, D−S
has a colorful walk H. If H is contained entirely in Z, then it contradicts our assumption that
Z is a shadow-cover for S. Hence, we may assume that H has at least one vertex outside Z, call
it h. Now, Lemma 5.8 implies that for every h-walk P in D and α, β such that σ(P )(α) = β,
there is an h-walk P ′ in D′ such that σ′(P ′)(α) = β and V (P ′) = V (P ) \Z. Since P is disjoint
from S, we conclude that P ′ is also disjoint from S. But this implies that there is an h-colorful
walk in D′ which is disjoint from S, a contradiction.
In the converse direction, we argue that if I ′ is a no-instance then I is a no-instance. In
order to do so, we argue that any colorful walk cover of D disjoint from Z is a colorful walk
cover of D′ disjoint from S. Suppose that this is not the case and let S be a colorful walk cover
of D disjoint from Z which is not a colorful walk cover of D′. Then, there is a vertex h ∈ V (D′)
and a subgraph H which is an h-colorful walk in D′ − S.
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By Lemma 5.8, we know that for every u,v,α, β and a u-v walk P ′ in D′ such that σ′(P ′)(α) =
β, there is a u-v walk P in D such that σ(P )(α) = β and V (P ) ⊆ V (P ′)∪Z. Since P ′ is disjoint
from S and S is disjoint from Z, it follows that P is also disjoint from S. As a result, we infer
the presence of an h-colorful walk in D − S as well, a contradiction.
Finally, observe that due to Lemma 5.8, every pair of vertices in the same strongly connected
component as W in D − S remain in the same strongly connected component as W in D′ − S.
Furthermore, Z covers all vertices in the shadow of S with respect to W in D and V (D′) =
V (D) \ Z. Therefore, the shadow of S with respect to W in D′ is empty. This completes the
proof of the lemma.
We are now ready to complete the proof of Lemma 5.1.
Lemma 5.1. Restricted CWC has an algorithm running in time `O(k+`)2O(k2)nO(1).
Proof. Let I = (D,σ, k,W ) be the given instance of Restricted Colorful Walk Cover.
We first execute the algorithm of Lemma 5.6 on this instance and obtain sets {Z1, . . . , Zt},
where t = 2O(k2) log
2 n. For every i ∈ [t], we execute the algorithm of Lemma 5.9 on input I
and Zi to obtain the instance I
′
i = (D
′
i, σ
′
i, k,W ). Finally, for each i ∈ [t], we execute the Node
Unique Label Cover algorithm of Lemma 5.5 on input I ′′i = (Doubling(D
′
i, σ
′
i), k) and the
set W to either compute a colorful walk cover of size at most k disjoint from W or correctly
conclude that no such set exists. Finally, if for any i ∈ [t], the solution to I ′′i is not NO, then
we return the computed set as the solution for the given instance of Restricted Colorful
Walk Cover.
The correctness and the claimed bound on the running time of this algorithm follow from
those of Lemma 5.6, Lemma 5.9, Lemma 5.5 and Observation 5.2. This completes the proof of
the lemma.
5.3 The Parameterized Approximation for Colorful Walk Cover
We are finally ready to complete the proof of Theorem 4. For the sake of completeness, we
restate it here.
Theorem 4. Colorful Walk Cover admits an `O(k+`)2O(k2)nO(1) time FPT-approximation
algorithm with approximation ratio 2.
At the highest level, our algorithm utilises the iterative compression technique introduced
by Reed, Smith and Vetta [39] in order to prove the fixed-parameter tractability of the Odd
Cycle Transversal problem on undirected graphs. It has subsequently gone on to become
a fundamental tool in the fpr-algorithmist’s toolbox. We now proceed to provide a description
of the highest level of our algorithm which uses this technique.
Given an instance (D,σ, k) of Colorful Walk Cover, where V (D) = {v1, . . . , vn}, we
define a labeled graph (Di, σi where Vi = {v1, . . . , vi}, Di = D[Vi] and σi is the restriction of σ to
Vi. We iterate through the instances (Di, σi, k) starting from i = 2k+1 and for the i
th instance,
with the help of a known solution Sˆi of size at most 2k + 1 we either correctly conclude that
the ith instance has no colorful walk cover of size at most k or try to find a colorful walk cover
Si of size at most 2k, i.e, a 2-approximation. This problem, which is known as the compression
problem is formally defined as follows.
Colorful Walk Cover Compression Parameter: k, `
Input: (D,σ, k, Sˆ) where Sˆ, a colorful walk cover of size at most 2k + 1.
Question: Does there exist a colorful walk cover of size at most k for this instance?
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Our algorithm for the Colorful Walk Cover problem comprises of ‘solving’ at most n
instances of the Colorful Walk Cover Compression problem. Henceforth, in this context,
we use ‘solving’ to also mean obtaining a 2-approximate solution. Let Ii = (Di, σ, k, Sˆi) be the
ith instance of Colorful Walk Cover Compression. Clearly, the set V2k+1 is a solution of
size at most 2k+1 for the instance I2k+1. It is also easy to see that if Si−1 is a colorful walk cover
of size at most 2k for instance Ii−1, then the set Si−1 ∪ {vi} is a colorful walk cover of size at
most 2k+ 1 for the instance Ii. We use these two observations to initiate the iteration with the
instance (D2k+1, σ, k, Sˆ2k+1 = V2k+1) and either compute a colorful walk cover of size at most
2k for this instance or correctly conclude that there is no colorful walk cover of size at most k. If
there is such a solution S2k+1, then we set Sˆ2k+2 = S2k+1∪{v2k+2} and try to compute a colorful
walk cover of size at most 2k for the instance Ik+2 and so on. If, on the other hand during any
iteration, the corresponding instance is found to not have a colorful walk cover of size at most k,
then it implies that the original instance is a No instance. Since the only way we proceed in the
iteration is by computing a 2-approximate colorful walk cover Si for the instance Ii of Colorful
Walk Cover Compression, the required 2-approximate colorful walk cover for the original
input instance will be Sn. Since there can be at most n iterations, the total time taken is
bounded by n times the time required to solve the Colorful Walk Cover Compression
problem. We now discuss how to solve the Colorful Walk Cover Compression problem
by reducing it to a bounded number of instances of the Restricted Colorful Walk Cover
problem. However, before we proceed, we need the following definition and proposition (see
[12]).
Definition 5.10. Let D be a digraph and X = {X1, . . . , Xr} be a set of disjoint vertex sets of
D. A set S ⊆ V (D) \⋃i∈[r]Xi is called an X -skew separator if for every 1 ≤ i < j ≤ r, there
is no directed Xi-Xj path in D − S.
Proposition 5.3. [12] There is an algorithm that, given a digraph D, a set X = {X1, . . . , Xr}
of disjoint vertex sets and an integer k, runs in time O(4knO(1)) and either returns an X -skew
separator of size at most k or correctly concludes that one does not exist.
Lemma 5.10. Let (D,σ, k, Sˆ) be an instance of Colorful Walk Cover Compression and
let S be a solution for this instance. There exists an ordered partition W = {W1, . . . ,Wr} of
Sˆ \ S such that S is a W-skew separator in D.
Proof. Let C = {C1, . . . , Ct} be the set of strongly connected components of D − S such that
for every 1 ≤ i < j ≤ t, there is no Ci-Cj path in D. Let C′ = {Ci1 , . . . , Cir} be the subset
of C comprising strongly connected components intersecting Sˆ \ S, where ij < ij′ for every
1 ≤ j < j′ ≤ r. For each j ∈ [r], let Wj = (Sˆ \ S) ∩ Cj . From the definitions of C and C′,
it follows that there is no Wi-Wj path in D − S for any 1 ≤ i < j ≤ r, implying that S is a
W-skew separator, where W = {W1, . . . ,Wr}. This completes the proof of the lemma.
We refer to the unique partitionW in the proof of the above lemma, as the partition of Sˆ \S
which respects S.
Definition 5.11. Let I = (D,σ, k, Sˆ) be an instance of Colorful Walk Cover Compres-
sion and let W = {W1, . . . ,Wr} be a partition of Sˆ such that D has a W-skew separator of size
0. Suppose that if I is a yes-instance then W is the partition respecting a solution for I disjoint
from Sˆ. Then I is called a W-nice instance.
Lemma 5.11. There is an algorithm that, given an instance I = (D,σ, k, Sˆ) of Colorful
Walk Cover Compression and a partition W = {W1, . . . ,Wr} of Sˆ such that I is a W-nice
instance, runs in time `O(k+`)2O(k2)nO(1) and either returns a colorful walk cover of size at most
k or correctly concludes that one does not exist.
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Proof. Let S be a solution disjoint from Sˆ such that W is the partition which respects S. For
each i ∈ [r], let Ci denote the unique strongly connected component of D which contains the
set Wi. Since I is a W-nice instance, it has a W-skew separator of size 0. Therefore, for
1 ≤ i < j ≤ r, Ci and Cj are distinct. For every i ∈ [r], we now define the labeled digraph
(Di, σi) = (D[Ci], σ|Ci) and the instance Ii = (Di, σi, k,Wi) of Restricted Colorful Walk
Cover.
We execute the algorithm of Lemma 5.1 for each i ∈ [r] and let Li denote the result of
the execution on the instance Ii, where Li can either denote No or a smallest solution for the
instance Ii. If for any i ∈ [r], Li is No, then we return that I is a no-instance. This is correct
because Ii is a sub-instance of I. On the other hand, suppose that for each i ∈ [r], Li denotes
a vertex set which we know is a smallest colorful walk cover of Di of the required kind. Since
the digraphs D1, . . . , Dr are vertex-disjoint and every colorful walk is contained in one of these
digraphs, we conclude that S′ =
⋃
i∈[r] Si is a smallest colorful walk cover for the instance I.
Therefore, if S′ is larger than k then we return No and otherwise we return S′. The running
time of this algorithm is dominated by the time required for at most 2k + 1 invocations of the
algorithm of Lemma 5.1, proving the stated bound on the running time. This completes the
proof of the lemma.
Definition 5.12. Let (D,σ) be a labeled digraph. A consistent labeling of D is a function
Γ : V (D) → [`] such that for every arc a = (u, v) ∈ A(D), σ(a)(Γ(u)) = Γ(v). For a set
X ⊆ V (D) and function χ : X → [`], we say that χ is an extendible consistent labeling of D if
D has a consistent labeling Γ such that Γ|X = χ.
Proposition 5.4. [7] Let (D,σ) be a strongly connected labeled digraph such that Doubling(D)
= D. Then, D has a consistent labeling if and only if it has no colorful walks.
Combining Proposition 5.4 and Lemma 5.4, we make the following observation.
Observation 5.3. A strongly connected labeled digraph has a consistent labeling if and only if
it has no colorful walks.
The above observation implies that every strongly connected component of D − S has a
consistent labeling. We now define the operation of bundling a set of vertices as follows.
Definition 5.13. Let (D,σ) be a labeled digraph. Let X ⊆ V (D) and Γ : X → [`]. We
denote by Bundle(D,σ,X,Γ) the labeled digraph (D′, σ′) obtained from D as follows. Initially,
D′ = D, σ′ = σ. For every pair x1, x2 ∈ X, we pick an arbitrary permutation pi ∈ S` such that
pi(Γ(x1)) = Γ(x2) and we add an arc a = (x1, x2) with σ
′(a) = pi.
Note that this operation is essentially the same as identifying the vertices of X to get a single
new vertex and then updating the labels on the arcs adjacent to the resulting new vertex in a
certain way specified by the function Γ. However, we define it in this way because it simiplies
the presentation in the rest of the section.
Lemma 5.12. Let (D,σ) be a strongly connected labeled digraph with no colorful walks and let
Γ : V (D)→ [`] be a consistent labeling. Then, for any X ⊆ V (D),
• Γ is a consistent labeling for the labeled digraph D′ = Bundle(D,σ,X,Γ|X) and
• D′ does not contain a colorful walk.
Proof. The first statement is a simple consequence of the fact that Γ is already a consistent
labeling of D and the newly added arcs clearly do not violate the condition required for Γ
to be consistent. The second statement of the lemma follows from the first statement and
Observation 5.3.
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We are now ready to present our algorithm that ‘solves’ the Colorful Walk Cover
Compression problem. That is, an algorithm that, if the given instance is not a No instance,
returns a colorful walk cover whose size is at most twice the given budget.
Lemma 5.13. There is an algorithm that, given an instance (D,σ, k, Sˆ) of Colorful Walk
Cover Compression, runs in time `O(k)2O(k2)nO(1) and either computes a colorful walk cover
of size at most 2k or correctly concludes that there is no colorful walk cover of size at most k.
Proof. Let S be a solution for the given instance of Colorful Walk Cover Compression
and let Y = S ∩ Sˆ. Let WY = {W1, . . . ,Wr} be an ordered partition of Sˆ \ Y which respects S.
We first guess the set Y and the partitionWY . Furthermore, we guess a function Γ : Sˆ \S →
[`] such that for every i ∈ [r], the restriction Γ|Wi is an extendible consistent labeling of the
strongly connected component of D − S containing Wi. Due to Observation 5.3, such a Γ
must exist. Furthermore, since |Sˆ| is bounded by 2k + 1, there are `O(k) choices for Γ. We now
construct a new digraph by ‘bundling’ each set inW. This is done as follows. For each i ∈ [r], we
define the graph (Di, σi) = Bundle(Di−1, σi−1,ΓWi ,Wi), where (D0, σ0) = (D,σ). Clearly, the
strongly connected components of Dr−S are the same as those of D−S and by Lemma 5.12, it
follows that Γ|Wi is still an extendible consistent labeling for the strongly connected component
of Dr − S containing Wi. Furthermore, for any set X disjoint from Sˆ \ S, for every i ∈ [r], the
vertices in Wi remain in the same strongly connected component of Dr −X.
We now execute the algorithm of Lemma 5.11 to compute a W-skew separator of size at
most k. If no such separator exists, then by Lemma 5.10, we may correctly conclude that the
instance I is a no-instance and hence we return the same. On the other hand, let X be a
W-skew separator of size at most k and let D′ = Dr −X with σ′ being the associated labeling
function. Observe that there is a W-skew separator of size 0 in D′ and D′ now has a colorful
walk cover S \X of size at most k such that the partition W respects S \X.
We now construct the instance (D′, σ′, k, Sˆ \ (X ∪ Y )) of Colorful Walk Cover Com-
pression which as we have already argued, is aW-nice instance. We then execute the algorithm
of Lemma 5.11 to compute a colorful walk cover Z of size at most k for D′. If no such set exists,
then I is a no-instance and we return the same. Otherwise, the set X ∪ Z is a colorful walk
cover for D of size at most 2k. Hence, we return X ∪ Z. This completes the description of the
algorithm. The bound on the running time follows from that of Lemma 5.11 and the fact the
number of invocations of the algorithm of this lemma is bounded by the product of the number
of choices for Y , Γ and W. Since this is bounded by `O(k)2O(k log k), the running time follows
and this completes the proof of the lemma.
6 Conclusion
Our results on Directed Odd Cycle Transversal raise a few natural questions.
• The first question is whether one can improve on the approximation factor of 2 in Theo-
rem 2 or strengthen the inapproximability result in Theorem 3 to show that even such an
improvement is unlikely.
• Secondly, although Theorem 1 implies that DOCT is unlikely to have a kernel of any size,
our FPT-approximation algorithm implies that DOCT does have a 2-approximate kernel
of exponential size (see Proposition 3.2, [27]). Therefore, an exciting new challenge related
to DOCT is to determine whether it has a c-approximate kernel of polynomial size for
some constant c and if so, to find the smallest such constant. Note that Theorem 3 also
rules out a (1 + )-approximate kernel (for some  > 0) of any size for DOCT.
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We conclude by pointing out that the parameterized complexity of the Directed Multicut
problem where the number of terminal pairs is 3, remains open. As was the case for DOCT,
it is quite likely that an FPT algorithm or a W-hardness proof for this problem would require
new insights into the structure of directed cuts.
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